Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

CE06M003
Compressed Air System
354,654 kWh, 56.4 kW
Manufacturing
Compressed Air

Measure Description
This project consisted of fixing approximately 200 CFM of compressed air leaks throughout the
compressed air system. Since this project’s completion the (2) existing 75HP Gardner Denver
air compressors and (1) 50HP Gardner Denver air compressor have all been replaced with (1)
150HP Ingersoll-Rand IRN150H-2S variable speed air compressor, and (1) existing Hankison
E800 non-cycling dryer has been replaced with (1) Ingersoll-Rand NVC1000 thermal mass
cycling dryer.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system.
The provided documentation includes compressor operating tables that outline the compressors’
operation before and after the project’s completion. The compressors’ operation before the
project’s completion is summarized in Table 1, and the compressors’ operation after the project’s
completion is summarized in Table 2.
Table 1: Compressors operation before project completion

Stage 3

Stage 2

Stage 1

75HP #1
75HP #2
50HP
75HP #1
75HP #2
50HP
75HP #1
75HP #2
50HP
TOTAL

CFM
274
261
97
274
263
0
274
0

hours/yr

0

4,350

1,250

2,800

8,400

kW
62.5
61
33.5
62.5
61
0
62.5
0

annual kWh
78,100
76,277
41,865
174,943
170,860
0
271,787
0

0

0
813,832

Table 2: Compressors operation after project completion

Stage 3 75HP #1
75HP #2
50HP
Stage 2 75HP #1
75HP #2
50HP
Stage 1 75HP #1
75HP #2
50HP
TOTAL

CFM
361
71
0
337
0
0
74
0

hours/yr

0

4,350

1,250

2,800

8,400

kW
67.4
33.2
0
66.7
0
0
33.7
0

annual kWh
84,250
41,500
0
186,833
0
0
146,595
0

0

0
459,178

The difference between the annual kWh used before and after the project’s completion is the
savings for this project. The Dryer energy use is determined to be the same before and after the
project’s completion, so it does not contribute to any savings. The peak demand savings are
found by calculating the difference between the total kW during “stage 3” of the compressor
operation before and after the project’s completion.
The savings for this project are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3 Summary of Project Savings

Leak Fixes

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW Annual kWh
56.4
354,654

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the repair of leaks in the compressed air
systems. The base case for the repair of leaks will be the air compressors in use when the project
was completed meeting the compressed air demands with the identified leaks not repaired. This
will be compared to the compressed air demands with the reduced CFM requirement due to the
repaired leaks.
An inspection of the site and these measures will be conducted and the site representative will be
interviewed about the repaired leaks and the operation of the compressed air system, including
the start/stop control sequence of the compressors. Specifically the site representative will be
asked to verify the reported leaks in the documented air leak repair report were all repaired and
that the compressor sequencing suggested in the Ex Ante calculations is accurate. The
compressors will be inspected and their make and model numbers will be recorded. The

customer will be interviewed to determine how the air compressors are controlled along with the
system’s operating pressure and storage capacity.
IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
The energy use of the Ingersoll Rand compressor (which was installed after the leak repairs, as
part of another incentivized energy efficiency program) will be metered for a period of no less
than 2 weeks with a metering interval no greater than 15 minutes. Split-core current transducers
measure the three-phase currents, and are hooked up to Dent ELITEpro Energy Loggers. In
addition spot measurements of the air compressor will be taken with a NIST calibrated Fluke
1735 of voltage, amperage, power factor, and kW. The customer will be interviewed to
determine if the plant operation during the time that the logger is installed is typical, and whether
or not the plant operations have changed significantly since the project was completed. The
customer will also be asked if the plant operation changes throughout the year, or if it is
consistent.
Energy savings will be calculated by comparing the baseline and proposed conditions for a
typical year.
Demand savings will be calculated for 4 different time periods; average summer, winter and
seasonal summer and winter. The average summer demand savings are from 1:00 to 5:00 PM on
non-holiday weekdays from June through August. The average winter demand savings are from
5:00 to 7:00 PM during non-holiday weekdays in December and January. The season summer
and winter demand savings are determined when the ISO New England Real-Time System
Hourly Load is equal to or greater than 90% of the most recent “50/50” System Peak Load
forecast for the respective summer and winter periods laid out for the average demand periods.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the installation of the measure and install energy loggers was
conducted on January 25, 2012. The facility manager was interviewed and they provided
updated information about the compressed air system. The facility manager explained that all of
the work specified in the project documentation had been completed, that an ultrasonic leak
detector was periodically used to check for new leaks, and that the system pressure is maintained
at 100psi just as it was before the project’s completion.
A Dent ELITEpro Energy Logger was installed during the site visit, and it was collected on
February 14, 2012.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this measure are 340,161 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings
of 354,654 kWh per year for a realization rate of 96%. The ex post summer and winter demand
savings are 34.52 kW and 35.11 kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante peak demand savings
of 56.4 kW for both summer and winter, yielding realization rates of 61% and 62%, respectively.
The metered energy use of the compressor currently in use at the facility is used in conjunction
with the compressors performance curve to generate a CFM usage profile of the facility. This

CFM demand is used to calculate what the loading of the old compressors would be in order to
supply the same flow rate at the same system pressure using the performance curves and
bhp/CFM of the old compressors. From the calculated loading of the old compressors the energy
use of the old compressors is determined, and the total energy use is the post case for the
calculation of savings for this project. The calculated energy consumption of the old
compressors after the project’s completion is displayed graphically in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Calculated Power Consumption of Old Air Compressors
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To determine the base case for this project, the calculated compressed air demand of the system
is increased by 200 CFM to account for all of the leaks that were fixed with the completion of
this project. This is done with all of the post case calculated compressed air demand data, and
from the increased compressed air load the base case compressor power consumption is
calculated for each compressor for each data point using the compressor sequencing used in the
base case. The calculated base case energy consumption is displayed graphically in Figure 2.
The calculated post case energy consumption is also displayed in this figure for comparative
purposes.
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Figure 2 Pre vs. Post Compressor Energy
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For both the base case and the post-implementation case an hourly power consumption profile
for one week is created. This profile is populated with the average calculated power
consumption of the system with and without the completion of the project. Observed Holidays
and periods of maintenance are incorporated into the profile, and the difference in annual energy
consumption, seasonal demand, and seasonal peak demand is determined by integrating these
hourly profiles into the 8760 calculator.
This analysis provides the savings for the operations adjustment. These are the only adjustments
made in the calculation of savings for this project – there are no documentation, technology or
quantity adjustments. Because the compressor is kept in an unconditioned area of the facility
there are no heating and cooling adjustments for this project. The Ex Ante Savings and all of the
adjustments made to the savings, along with the Ex Post savings and respective realization rates,
are shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Energy Savings Comparison

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

56.40
56.40
56.40
56.40
29.75
29.75
29.75
53%

56.40
56.40
56.40
56.40
36.63
36.63
36.63
65%

34.52
34.52
34.52
-

35.11
35.11
35.11
-

354,654
354,654
354,654
354,654
340,161
340,161
340,161
96%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

CE07M006
Transformer Replacement
431,394 kWh, 43.78 kW
Warehouse

Measure Description
This project consisted of disconnecting and removing 8 dry-type pad-mounted transformers with
a capacity totaling 8,000 kVA, and disconnecting 2 oil-filled substation transformers with a
capacity totaling 15,000 kVA. The 8 pad-mounted transformers were replaced with 4 oil-filled
transformers with a capacity totaling 900 kVA.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system.
The provided documentation specifies that the dry-type pad-mounted transformers were each
loaded to 1.16% of rated capacity, and the substation transformers were each loaded to 2.48% of
rated capacity. All of the transformers were assumed to be loaded as such for 2,600 hours per
year. The No-load losses and Full-load losses for each of the existing transformers (per the
project documentation) are specified in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1 Existing pad-mounted transformer data

Total

size (kVA)
1,000
1,500
1,000
750
750
750
750
1,500
8,000

estimated core losses
(W)
3,400
4,500
3,400
2,700
2,700
2,700
2,700
4,500
26,600

estimated full load
losses (W)
25,000
32,600
25,000
21,200
21,200
21,200
21,200
32,600
200,000

delta
21,600
28,100
21,600
18,500
18,500
18,500
18,500
28,100
173,400

9.28%

estimated full load
losses (W)
42,000
42,000
84,000

delta
64,000
64,000
56,000

%load
2.48
2.48
4.96%

%load
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16

Table 2 Existing substation transformer data

Total

size (kVA)
7,500
7,500
15,000

estimated core losses
(W)
14,000
14,000
28,000

The annual core loss of the transformers was found by multiplying the total core loss of all the
transformers (54.6 kW) by 8,760 hours, as follows:

The total load loss for the transformers was found using the following equation:

The %load of the pad-mounted transformers was added together to get a total loading of 9.28%.
This was also done for the substation transformers (total loading of 4.96%), and the above
equation was used to calculate the load loss of the pad-mounted and substation transformers, as
follows:

In Table 1 the difference between Full Load Loss and Core Loss is listed as “delta”. The Percent
load for the 8 pad-mounted transformers was added together to get a total of 9.28%. This
amount, along with the total delta for these transformers, was used in the above equation to get
total load losses of
The savings for this project are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3 Summary of Project Savings

Transformers

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW Annual kWh
43.78
431,394

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the removal of 8 dry-type transformers
and installation of 4 mineral oil-filled transformers, and the disconnection of 2 substation
transformers. The base case for this project will be the current energy use of the facility being
met by evenly distributing the electricity load between the 8 old dry-type transformers and the 2
substation transformers just being energized. This will be compared to the same demand being
met with the new mineral oil-filled transformers, with loading being found by installed
monitoring equipment.
An inspection of the site and this measure will be conducted and the site representative will be
interviewed about the electrical usage in the facility. The site representative will be asked to
verify that the reported transformer removal, installation, and disconnections were completed.
The transformers will be inspected and their make and model numbers will be recorded.

IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
The energy use of the transformers will be metered for a period of no less than 2 weeks with a
metering interval no greater than 15 minutes. Split-core current transducers measure the threephase currents, and are hooked up to Dent ELITEpro Energy Loggers. In addition spot
measurements of the transformers will be taken with a NIST calibrated Fluke 1735 of voltage,
amperage, power factor, and kW. The customer will be interviewed to determine if the facility
operation during the time that the loggers are installed is typical, and whether or not the facility
operations have changed significantly since the project was completed. The customer will also
be asked if the facility operation changes throughout the year, or if it is consistent.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the installation of the measure and install energy loggers was
conducted on November 8, 2011. The facility manager was interviewed and they did not know
anything about the transformer replacements and disconnections that had been done. They
walked around the exterior of the building with the visiting engineer and the four oil-filled
transformers were found, along with corresponding distribution panels inside of the building.
None of the old dry-type transformers were found. Spot-measurements showed that although all
of the transformers were energized, the electricity use of the facility was being provided by only
two of the four new transformers.
A Dent ELITEpro Energy Logger was installed on each of the transformers providing electricity
to the facility (but not on the transformers that were energized but not supplying any power)
during the site visit and these loggers were collected on Thursday, December 9, 2011.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this measure are 451,163 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings
of 431,394 kWh per year for a realization rate of 105%. The ex post summer and winter peak
demand savings are 51.55 kW and 51.30 kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante peak demand
savings of 43.78 kW for both summer and winter, yielding realization rates of 118% and 117%,
respectively. The summer and winter peak demand savings are 51.56 and 51.34 kW,
respectively.
Transformer specification sheets were obtained from the manufacturer specifying the core and
load losses of each of the new transformers at their time of manufacture. This was used along
with the metered data from the transformers to calculate the core and load losses of each
transformer. The total power consumption of all the transformers, defined by the equation
below, was found for each set of data points collected by the installed loggers.

The calculated total power consumption before and after the installation of the new transformers,
based on the metered electricity usage of the facility, is displayed graphically in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Pre vs. Post Compressor Energy Usage

The electricity billing history since the new transformers were installed for the facility was
obtained from the utility company, and the reported electricity use along with the data collected
with monitoring equipment was compared to average monthly temperatures to create energy use
profiles for the summer and winter before and after the completion of the project.
These profiles were put into the 8760 calculator to determine annual energy savings, seasonal
demand savings and seasonal peak demand savings.
There are no heating and cooling adjustments for this project. The Ex Ante and Ex Post savings
and realization rates for this project are displayed in Table 4.
Table 4 Energy Savings Comparison

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

Ex Ante
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operation
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post

43.78
43.78
43.78
43.78
51.56
51.56
51.56

43.78
43.78
43.78
43.78
51.34
51.34
51.34

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
51.55
51.55
51.55

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
51.30
51.30
51.30

431,394
431,394
431,394
431,394
451,163
451,163
451,163

Realization Rate

118%

117%

-

-

105%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

CE09G002
Magnetic Water Treatment System Installation
888 Therms
Manufacturing
Steam Generation for Process

Measure Description
This project consisted of installing a Bon Aqua magnetic water treatment system and automatic
boiler blow-off valve on an existing Columbia WL 180 low-pressure steam boiler.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system.
The provided documentation specifies that before the installation of the water treatment system
the efficiency of the boiler was 80.5%, and after the installation of the water treatment system the
efficiency of the boiler increased to 81.5%. It was estimated that during an average hour the
boiler operates at low fire for 40 minutes and at high fire for 10 minutes. The facility operates all
year round and the boiler is used all the time to generate steam for processing means, thus
throughout the course of a year the boiler is estimated to operate at high fire for 1460 hours and
at low fire for 5840 hours. The project documentation specifies that at high fire the boiler uses
2520 MBH and at low fire the boiler uses 750 MBH. The annual gas usage is calculated as
follows:

The low-fire gas usage is found in an identical manner, yielding 42,566 CCF/year. The total gas
usage (35,755 CCF + 42,566 CCF) is 78,321 CCF.
The Ex Ante calculations specify that heating each pound of make-up water from 55 degrees
Fahrenheit to boiler operating temperatures requires 1128.03 BTU. It is specified that the
automatic blow-off will occur for a total of 36 seconds per day, resulting in 17.1 pounds of steam
lost. The total energy lost (in equivalent CCF) is calculated as follows:

The gas savings for this project are found by multiplying the annual gas usage by the increase in
efficiency (80.5% to 81.5% is an increase in efficiency of 1%, or 1.242% of original efficiency –

1.242% is used for the calculation discussed here), and the blow-off gas use (84.60 CCF) is
subtracted to arrive at the net gas savings for this project of 888 Therms/year.
The project documentation specifies that there are Winter Demand savings of 0.80 Therms/hr,
but it is unclear how this value is calculated. The Ex Ante savings for this project are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Summary of Project Savings

Magnetic Water Treatment System

Ex Ante Savings
Peak Day CCF
Annual CCF
0.80
888

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the installation of a Bon Aqua magnetic
water treatment system and automatic boiler blow-off valve. The base case for this project will
be the existing system without the water treatment system or automatic blow-off valve, and the
customer periodically doing manual blow-offs.
IPMVP Option B will be used to establish savings for this measure.
An inspection of the site and this measure will be conducted and the site representative will be
interviewed about the gas usage of the facility. The site representative will be asked to verify
that the reported water treatment system and automatic blow-off valve installation were
completed. The boiler, the water treatment system components and the installed blow-off valve
will be inspected, and if available, the make and model numbers of this equipment will be
recorded. A Testo 325-M Combustion Analyzer spot-measurement will be used to determine the
efficiency of the boiler.

Description of Verification
A site visit to verify the installation of the measure was conducted on November 9, 2011. The
facility manager was interviewed and they were able to show the visiting engineer where the
water treatment system had been installed and where the automatic blow-off valves were
installed. The boiler was inspected and its make and model were recorded, and a spot
measurement of the flue gas composition was done to determine boiler efficiency.
The customer said that even with the automatic blow-off valve installed, he still does manual
blow-offs just like he did before the completion of the project, because he does not trust the
automatic blow-off valve with maintaining the water in the boiler.

Summary of Calculations
Because the customer is still doing manual blow-offs just like they did before the completion of
the measure, there are no savings associated with the installation of the Bon Aqua water
treatment system and automatic blow-off valve.
There are no heating and cooling adjustments for this project. The Ex Ante and Ex Post savings
and realization rates for this project are displayed in Table 2.
Table 2: Operation Adjustment Savings Comparison

Ex Ante
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operation
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post
Realization Rate

Peak Day
(CCF/Day)
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0%

Extreme Peak
Day (CCF/Day
0.00
0.00
0.00
-

Yearly
Savings
(CCF)
888
888
888
888
0
0
0
0%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Ex Ante Measure:
Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

CE09M005
Fixed Leaks in Compressed Air System
237,348 kWh
51.7 kW
Manufacturing
Compressed Air

Measure Description
The customer resolved compressed air distribution leaks. According to the Leak Audit included
in the project documentation, a total of 277 CFM of leaks in 104 locations was found in the
system. All of these leaks were fixed for this project.
The customer was provided with an ultrasonic leak detector and 2 hours of instruction on use, for
maintaining compressed air system integrity in the future.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The facility’s primary compressor is a 150 HP Ingersoll-Rand Nirvana two-stage Rotary screw
air-cooled air compressor. The facility also has (2) 150 HP secondary air compressors; the make
and model numbers were not specified in the project documentation. The facility’s compressed
air system operates at 95 PSI. The primary compressor has a rated full-load capacity of 825
CFM and a total full-load input of 134 kW. The secondary compressors have full-load ratings of
660 CFM and 549 CFM, and both have full-load inputs of 134 kW. The table below summarizes
the compressor equipment use before and after the leak fixes:
Table 1: Compressor Equipment Summary of Use

Equipment

Before
leak
fixes

After
leak
fixes

Compressor Load #1
Fan Load #1
Compressor Load #2
Fan Load #2
Compressor Load #3
Fan Load #3
Compressor Load #1
Fan Load #1
Compressor Load #2
Fan Load #2
Compressor Load #3
Fan Load #3

running CFM

% load

Hours/year

825

100

1,200

660

80

1,800

549

48

4,200

545

66

1,200

304

46

1,800

181

33

4,200

Load kW

kWh/year

134
8.6
107.2
4.4
64.3
1.0
88.4
2.5
61.6
0.9
44.2
0.3

160,800
10,320
192,960
7,926
270,144
4,009
106,128
2,962
110,952
1,502
185,724
1,300

The energy savings for the repair of leaks were calculated using the performance specifications
listed in Table 1. The Ex Ante calculations assume linear performance curves for all
compressors. The hours of operation for each compressor are identical before and after the leaks

were fixed. In order to calculate the post-implementation kW, the percent-load of each
compressor was decreased such that the CFM provided by the compressor was decreased by 277.
The percent load of the fans was decreased by the same percentage, and the post-implementation
power consumption of the fans was determined utilizing motor affinity laws. The calculations
below show how the primary compressor and fan energy savings were determined:

Ex Ante savings calculations for the two secondary compressors and fans were carried out in the
same way, and a total savings of 237,348 kWh was determined for all thee compressors and fans.
The peak kW savings for this project was determined by finding the difference in kW during
maximum load situations before and after the leaks in the compressed air system were fixed.
The maximum load prior to the leaks being fixed occurred when the primary compressor and fan
were both running at full capacity. After the leaks were fixed, the maximum load of the
compressors and fans occurs when the primary compressor and fan are running at 66% load.
The peak kW for these situations is 142.6 kW and 90.9 kW, respectively. The resulting ex ante
peak kW savings is 51.7 kW.
A calculation error was discovered in the ex ante analysis that calculated the baseline energy
usage for “Load 3” at 48% load and 67% load for the proposed condition. This penalized the
savings by modeling the proposed system at a higher flow rate than the baseline condition.
Correcting the error produces 50% more savings for the project.
The ex ante savings presented in the tracking system are displayed in Table 2.

Table 2 Ex Ante Savings

Compressed Air Leaks Repair

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW Annual kWh
51.7
237,348

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the repair of leaks in the compressed air
systems.
An inspection of the site and this measure will be conducted. The compressors will be inspected
and their make and model numbers will be recorded. The storage capacity and operating and
setpoint pressures of the compressors and compressed air systems will be recorded. The
customer will be interviewed to confirm pre-retrofit operating and setpoint pressures.
The customer will be interviewed about the operation and controls of the compressed air system
and the repaired leaks. Specifically, the site representative will be asked to verify the reported
leaks in the air leak repair report.
The site representative will be interviewed regarding the benefits of the leak reduction program
and any effects on customer behavior regarding leaks; were additional leaks identified after the
initial project; were the leaks repaired internally; has the customer worked at lowering the system
pressure. The site representative will also be asked about the helpfulness and usefulness of the
input provided by the Connecticut Energy Efficiency Fund (CEEF) Energy Engineer as well as
overall satisfaction with the program.
The customer will also be asked about other possible changes at the facility that might have
affected the operation of the compressors, e.g. changes to the processes, production, or hours of
operation compared to the baseline operation.
IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
Energy use metering of the air compressors will be performed at the panel level with DENT
ElitePro energy loggers for a period of no less than two weeks at a maximum time interval of 15
minutes. The Power Factor, Amps, and Volts will also be logged with the Dent Elite Pro. In
addition, spot measurement of Volts, Amps, Power Factor, and kW will be taken during the site
visit using a NIST calibrated Fluke 1735 power meter. If energy usage or power kW trend data is
available from the compressor controls, it will also be used to verify the post-retrofit operation of
the compressed air system.
The collected kW data and manufacturer performance curves for the new compressors will be
used to develop an air flow profile for the compressed air system. If curves are not available, the
AirMaster+ or other software program will be used to establish the air flow profiles of the post-

retrofit compressed air system. The demand kW and usage kWh of the compressors will be
considered to be the post-retrofit condition for the compressed air measures associated with this
project.
The baseline condition for these measures will be the current compressed air systems prior to the
leak repairs. The air usage cfm due to the leaks cannot be positively confirmed, but the values
will be checked for reasonableness. The post retrofit metered kW and calculated air profile will
be used to establish the specific power per cfm across the range of operation. The cfm reduction
and these values will be used to calculate energy kWh savings for the metered period for each
facility.
Leak Repair Energy kWh Savings =

(kW/cfm * cfm reduction, leak repair) for metered period

If it is confirmed that the metered period of operation is representative of typical operation, the
results will be extrapolated to establish annual energy kWh savings. If the metered period is not
representative of current annual operating conditions, the results will be normalized to account
for differences, e.g. hours of operation, air usage, etc.
Peak demand kW savings for each measure will be established using the average kW savings due
to cfm usage reduction for the appropriate peak periods.
Leak Repair Demand kW Savings = Average (kW/cfm * cfm reduction, leak repair) for metered
peak hours
The demand peak hours are calculated for 4 different time periods; average summer, winter and
seasonal summer and winter. The average summer demand savings are from 1:00 to 5:00 PM on
non-holiday weekdays from June through August. The average winter demand savings are from
5:00 to 7:00 PM during non-holiday weekdays in December and January. The season summer
and winter demand savings are determined when the ISO New England Real-Time System
Hourly Load is equal to or greater than 90% of the most recent “50/50” System Peak Load
forecast for the respective summer and winter periods laid out for the average demand periods.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the installation of the measure and install energy loggers was
conducted on January 17, 2012. The facility manager was interviewed and they provided
updated information about the compressed air system. The facility manager verified that all of
the work specified in the project documentation had been completed, and that an ultrasonic leak
detector was provided for them, to be used to check for new leaks, and that the system pressure is
maintained at 113 psi. During the site visit a DENT ElitePro Energy Logger was installed on the
Ingersoll-Rand IRN150H-2S compressor with a logging interval of 15 minutes.
The installed DENT ElitePro Energy Logger was collected on February 13, 2012.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this measure are 424,601 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings
of 237,348 kWh per year for a realization rate of 179%. The ex post summer and winter demand

savings are 48.53 kW and 48.66 kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante savings of 51.67 kW
for both summer and winter, yielding realization rates of 93.9% and 94.2%, respectively. The ex
post summer and winter peak demand savings are 48.91 kW and 48.56 kW, respectively.
A representative compressor curve fit and the logged power consumption data is used to find the
amount of air supplied by the compressor (in CFM) to the system. The change in required air
due to the leak repairs is then incorporated into the air demand of the system in order to
determine what the power consumption of the system would be had the project never been done.
The energy consumption of the compressor with and without the completion of the project is
graphically displayed in Figure 1.
Figure 1 Pre vs. Post Compressor Energy Usage
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An hourly power consumption profile for one week was created, and this profile is populated
with the average calculated power consumption of the system. A duplicate consumption profile
was also created, and is populated with what the average power consumption of the system
would be had the project never been completed. Observed holidays and periods of maintenance
are incorporated into these profiles, and the profiles are extrapolated to an entire year using an
8760 calculator. The difference in annual power consumption is determined by calculating the
difference in total kWh between the system with and without the completion of the project.
The peak kW savings were determined using the same hourly power consumption profile
described above in the 8760 calculator.
This analysis provided the savings for the operations adjustment. There are no heating and
cooling adjustments for this project. The difference in savings for this project is due to two
reasons. The first is due to the calculation error in the Ex Ante analysis comparing a 48% loaded
system to a proposed 67% loaded system. The second reason to the increased savings for this

project is that the compressor is run all the time – 8760 hours/year, compared to the ex ante
assumption of 7,200 hours/year. The Ex Ante and Ex Post savings and the realization rates for
this project are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3 Energy Savings Comparison Table

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Adjustment
Technology Adjustment
Quantity
Operation
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal
Peak Savings

Winter
Seasonal
Peak Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

51.67

51.67

-

-

237,348

51.67
51.67
51.67
48.91
48.91
48.91
95%

51.67
51.67
51.67
48.56
48.56
48.56
94%

48.53
48.53
48.53
-

48.66
48.66
48.66
-

237,348
237,348
237,348
424,601
424,601
424,601
179%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

CE09M007
Compressed Air System
164,351 kWh
Manufacturing
Compressed Air

Measure Description
This project consisted of three measures. The first measure was the fixing of 68.8CFM of leaks
in the facility’s compressed air system. The second measure involved the installation of new
compressed air pipes to minimize the pressure drop between the compressor and the
manufacturing equipment, allowing the supply pressure to be decreased from 118psi to 100psi.
The third measure involves shutting the compressor down over the weekends (36 hours off per
week) and over 10 holidays.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system.
The provided documentation specifies that 68.8 CFM of leaks were found, and that all of these
leaks were fixed. It is specified that before the project was completed, the compressor would run
at 250CFM for 1700 hours per year, 150CFM for 4850 hours per year, and 120CFM for 2210
hours per year. It is specified that after the project was completed the compressor would run at
180CFM, 80CFM, and 50CFM, respectively, for the same number of hours. This is a flow
reduction of 70CFM; an approximate number that was written in after the leak report was
completed.
The second measure that was completed was some piping improvements were made so that the
output pressure of the compressor could be reduced. The flow rate of the compressor was not
changed, but the pressure was reduced from 118psi to 100psi. This resulted in a decrease in
power consumption by the compressor while still meeting the required load. Previously, at a
flow rate of 180CFM the compressor would draw 37.3kW, at 80CFM it would draw 19.9kW,
and at 50CFM it would draw 14.0kW. After the pressure reduction was made the compressor
would draw 34.1kW, 18.2kW, and 13.9kW, respectively.
The third measure that was completed was the compressor being turned off for 36 hours on
weekends and holidays. The pressure and CFM after the implementation of this measure are
consistent with the resulting numbers in the previous measure; the only difference is how many
hours the compressor runs. With the completion of this measure the compressor should run 1700
hours per year at 180CFM, 4850 hours at 80CFM, and 88 hours at 50CFM. This is a reduction
of 2122 hours per year, and a savings of 29,496kWh results.
The compressor operations described in the measures above is displayed in Table 1 through
Table 4.

Table 1: original compressor operation

Pressure (psi)
118
118
118
Total

CFM
250
150
120

kW
53
37
32

Hrs/year
1700
4850
2210
8760

kWh/year
81940
164900
64974
311814

kW
37.3
19.9
14.0

Hrs/year
1700
4850
2210
8760

kWh/year
63140
96515
30940
190865

Hrs/year
1700
4850
2210
8760

kWh/year
57970
88270
30719
176959

Hrs/year
1700
4850
88
6638

kWh/year
57970
88270
1223
147463

Table 2: compressor operation after leak fixes

Pressure (psi)
118
118
118
Total

CFM
180
80
50

Table 3: compressor operation after leak fixes and pressure reduction

Pressure (psi)
100
100
100
Total

CFM
180
80
50

kW
34.1
18.2
13.9

Table 4: compressor operation after all work completed

Pressure (psi)
100
100
100
Total

CFM
180
80
50

kW
34.1
18.2
13.9

The savings for this project are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5 Summary of Project Savings

Leak Fixes
New compressed air pipes
Turn compressor off over weekends/holidays

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW Annual kWh
10
120,949
4
13,906
0
29,496

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the repair of leaks in the compressed air
systems as well as the calculation of savings due to air distribution piping improvements and

compressor start/stop programming. The base case for the repair of leaks will be the current air
compressor meeting the compressed air demands with the identified leaks not repaired. This will
be compared to the compressed air demands with the reduced CFM requirement due to the
repaired leaks.
The base case for the piping improvements will be the compressed air system after the leaks
were repaired. This will be compared to the compressed air system with the reduced supply
pressure.
The base case for the reduced hours of use will be the compressed air system after the repaired
leaks and the decreased system pressure. This will be compared to the compressed air system
after programming start/stop functions to shut the compressor and dryer off during weekends and
holidays.
An inspection of the site and these measures will be conducted and the site representative will be
interviewed about the operation of the compressed air systems, the repaired leaks, the improved
air distribution piping, and the start/stop programming. Specifically the site representative will
be asked to verify the reported leaks in the documented air leak repair report were all repaired,
the documented piping improvements were performed, and the documented start/stop
programming was done. The compressors will be inspected and their make and model numbers
will be recorded. The customer will be interviewed to determine how the air compressors are
controlled along with the system’s operating pressure and storage capacity.
IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
The energy use of the Atlas Copco compressor will be metered for a period of no less than 2
weeks with a metering interval no greater than 15 minutes. Split-core current transducers
measure the three-phase currents, and are hooked up to Dent ELITEpro Energy Loggers. In
addition spot measurements of the air compressor will be taken with a NIST calibrated Fluke
1735 of voltage, amperage, power factor, and kW. The customer will be interviewed to
determine if the plant operation during the time that the loggers are installed is typical, and
whether or not the plant operations have changed significantly since the project was completed in
2008. The customer will also be asked if the plant operation changes throughout the year, or if it
is consistent.
Energy savings will be calculated by comparing the baseline and proposed conditions for a
typical year.
Demand savings will be calculated for 4 different time periods; average summer, winter and
seasonal summer and winter. The average summer demand savings are from 1:00 to 5:00 PM on
non-holiday weekdays from June through August. The average winter demand savings are from
5:00 to 7:00 PM during non-holiday weekdays in December and January. The season summer
and winter demand savings are determined when the ISO New England Real-Time System
Hourly Load is equal to or greater than 90% of the most recent “50/50” System Peak Load
forecast for the respective summer and winter periods laid out for the average demand periods.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the installation of the measure and install energy loggers was
conducted on November 3, 2011. The facility manager was interviewed and they provided
updated information about the compressed air system. The facility manager explained that all of
the work specified in the project documentation had been completed, that an ultrasonic leak
detector was periodically used to check for new leaks, and that the system pressure was
maintained at 100psi. He also explained that some new machinery had been added to the facility
since the project was completed, and that some of the new machinery could be run for long
periods of time without any human interaction, so this equipment is run during weekends and
holidays, and because this machinery requires compressed air the compressor is almost never
turned off. Before this machinery was installed the compressor was shut down over weekends
and holidays as specified in the project documentation.
A Dent ELITEpro Energy Logger was installed during the site visit, and it was collected on
Friday, December 10, 2011. The facility manager informed the engineer collecting the logger
that the compressor had been shut down for a few days during Thanksgiving and the following
weekend, and that the compressor had been shut down (and the load transferred to the facility’s
two backup compressors) for maintenance one day, and that this sort of maintenance is done
about twice a year by engineers from Atlas-Copco.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this measure are 134,795kWh, compared to the ex ante savings of
164,351 kWh per year for a realization rate of 82.0%. The ex post summer and winter peak
demand savings are 16.6kW and 16.3kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante peak demand
savings of 14 kW for both summer and winter.
Figure 1 shows the metered kW demand of the air compressors during the metered period.
Figure 1: Metered Power Consumption of the Air Compressor
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The savings were calculated using compressor curve fits for a Variable Frequency Drive
Compressor and the logged power consumption data. A compressor curve fit was used to
calculate the amount of air supplied by the compressor (in CFM) given the new system pressure
(100 psi). The previous system pressure (118 psi) and the documented leaks (68.8 CFM at 118
psi) were then incorporated to determine what the power consumption of the system would be
had the project never been done.
An hourly power consumption profile for one year was created. This profile was populated with
the calculated power consumption of the system with and without the completion of the project.
Observed Holidays and periods of maintenance were incorporated into the profile, and the
difference in annual power consumption was determined by determining the difference in total
kWh between the system with and without the completion of the project.
The peak kW savings were determined using the same hourly power consumption profile
described above.
This analysis provided the savings for the operations adjustment. The operation savings are
shown in Table 6 shows the ex ante savings compared to the ex post savings for each individual
measure. The largest reduction in savings is due to measure 3 the reduction of weekend operation
is no longer occurring.
Table 6: Operation Adjustment Savings Comparison Table 6 shows the ex ante savings
compared to the ex post savings for each individual measure. The largest reduction in savings is
due to measure 3 the reduction of weekend operation is no longer occurring.
Table 6. The largest difference in savings is due to measure 3, which involves turning off the
compressors over the weekends. This is no longer being done because new machinery has been
installed that runs autonomously over weekends and holidays, and requires compressed air in
order to run.
Other differences between the Ex Ante and Ex Post savings are due to operational adjustments.
The data collected with the energy logger shows different compressor operation than that
specified in the project documentation (which was used in the Ex Ante Calculations). Table 6
shows the ex ante savings compared to the ex post savings for each individual measure. The
largest reduction in savings is due to measure 3 the reduction of weekend operation is no longer
occurring.
Table 6: Operation Adjustment Savings Comparison

Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW

Winter
Seasonal
Peak kW

Summer
Peak kW

Winter
Peak kW

Energy
Savings
(kWh)

M1: Leaks Repair

10.00

10.00

-

-

120,949

M2: Pressure Reduction

4.00

4.00

-

-

13,906

M3: Compressor Schedule

0.00

0.00

-

-

29,496

Ex Ante Savings Total

14.00

14.00

-

-

164,351

M1: Leaks Repair

13.25

13.25

12.57

13.25

109,443

M2: Pressure Reduction

3.61

2.98

3.22

14.25

25,448

M3: Compressor Schedule

0.00

0.00

0.00

15.25

0

Ex Post Savings Total

16.86

16.23

15.78

16.25

134,892

The ex ante savings along with all of the adjustments are added together to find the ex post
savings and realization rate as shown in Table 7.
Table 7: Energy Savings Comparison

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation Adjustment
Technology Adjustment
Quantity Adjustment
Operations Adjustment
Heating and Cooling
Adjustment
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal
Peak
Savings
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
16.86

Winter
Seasonal
Peak
Savings
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
16.23

16.86
16.86
120%

16.23
16.23
116%

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

15.78

15.47

164,351
164,351
164,351
164,351
134,892

15.78
15.78
-

15.47
15.47
-

134,892
134,892
82%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

EA06M011
Compressed Air System
85,760 kWh, 1.40 kW
Manufacturing

Measure Description
This project consisted of fixing 33.19 CFM of leaks in a manufacturing facility’s compressed air
system. The compressed air system is maintained at 110 psi and is fed by (2) Sullair LS10-30H
compressors.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system.
The provided documentation specifies that 33.19 CFM of leaks were found, and that all of these
leaks were fixed. It is specified that before the project was completed, one of the compressors
was run at 22.3 kW supplying 50.9 CFM and the other at 12.0 kW supplying 10.6 CFM, both for
6,400 hours per year. It is specified that after the project was completed only one compressor
would be needed, and this compressor would run at 20.9 kW supplying 33.19 CFM, also for
6,400 hours per year. This is a demand reduction (when on) of 13.4 kW and a flow reduction of
28.31 CFM.
The compressor operations described above are displayed in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1 Original Compressor Operation

Compressor
Sullair LS10-30H
Sullair LS10-30H
Total

CFM kW Hrs/year kWh/year
50.9 22.3
6,400
142,720
10.6 12.0
6,400
76,800
61.5 34.3
219,520

Table 2 Compressor Operation After Leak Fixes

Compressor
Sullair LS10-30H
Sullair LS10-30H
Total

CFM kW Hrs/year kWh/year
33.19 20.9
6,400
133,760
0
0
0
0
33.19 20.9
133,760

The ex ante energy savings for this project is the difference in annual energy use by the
compressors before and after the project’s completion.
The ex ante demand savings for the project is the difference in demand for the first Sullair
compressor, which decreases from 22.3 to 20.9 kW, a savings of 1.4 kW. The demand savings
associated with not using the second compressor are not included in the ex ante demand savings.

The savings for this project are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3 Summary of Project Savings

Compressed Air Leak Fixes

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW Annual kWh
1.4
85,760

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the repair of leaks in the compressed air
system. The base case for the repair of leaks will be the current air compressor meeting the
compressed air demands of the system with the identified leaks not repaired. This will be
compared to the compressed air demands with the reduced CFM requirement due to the repaired
leaks.
An inspection of the site and these measures will be conducted and the site representative will be
interviewed about the operation of the compressed air system and the repaired leaks.
Specifically the site representative will be asked to verify the reported leaks in the documented
air leak repair report were all repaired. The compressors will be inspected and their make and
model numbers will be recorded. The customer will be interviewed to determine how the air
compressors are controlled along with the system’s operating pressure and storage capacity.
IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
Since the project’s completion, the (2) Sullair compressors in use at the time of the project’s
completion have been replaced with a Gardner Denver VS25 VFD rotary screw compressor.
The energy use of the new compressor will be metered for a period of no less than 2 weeks with
a metering interval no greater than 15 minutes. Split-core current transducers measure the threephase currents, and are hooked up to Dent ELITEpro Energy Loggers. In addition spot
measurements of the air compressor will be taken with a NIST calibrated Fluke 1735 of voltage,
amperage, power factor, and kW. The customer will be interviewed to determine if the plant
operation during the time that the loggers are installed is typical, and whether or not the plant
operations have changed significantly since the project was completed. The customer will also
be asked if the plant operation changes throughout the year, or if it is consistent.
Energy savings will be calculated by comparing the baseline and proposed conditions for a
typical year.
Demand savings will be calculated for 4 different time periods; average summer, winter and
seasonal summer and winter. The average summer demand savings are from 1:00 to 5:00 PM on
non-holiday weekdays from June through August. The average winter demand savings are from
5:00 to 7:00 PM during non-holiday weekdays in December and January. The season summer
and winter demand savings are determined when the ISO New England Real-Time System

Hourly Load is equal to or greater than 90% of the most recent “50/50” System Peak Load
forecast for the respective summer and winter periods laid out for the average demand periods.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the installation of the measure and install energy loggers was
conducted on February 7, 2012. The facility manager was interviewed and they provided
updated information about the compressed air system. The facility manager explained that all of
the work specified in the project documentation had been completed and that the system pressure
is maintained at 110 psi, and has not changed with the completion of the project. (1) DENT
ElitePro Energy Logger was installed during the site visit to monitor the energy use of the
compressor currently in use.
The Dent ELITEpro Energy Logger installed during the initial site visit was collected on
February 16, 2012.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this measure are 77,568 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings of
85,760 kWh per year for a realization rate of 90%. The ex post summer and winter demand
savings are 8.66 kW and 9.77 kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante demand savings of 1.40
kW for both summer and winter, yielding realization rates of 619% and 698%, respectively. The
ex post summer and winter seasonal peak demand savings are 12.61 kW and 12.56 kW,
respectively.
The demand data collected with the installed logger is displayed in Figure 1.
Figure 1 Metered Compressor Power
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The savings for this project were calculated using a compressor curve for a Rotary Screw
Variable Frequency Drive Compressor and the logged power consumption data. The amount of

air supplied by the compressor (in CFM) was calculated for each set of data points collected by
the installed logger. This supply air is then used to calculate the energy consumption of the
Sullair compressors that were in place when the project was completed. The documented leaks
(specified in the leak report) are then incorporated to determine what the power consumption of
the system would be had the project never been done.
The calculated hourly demand of the old compressors during the metered period with and
without the completion of the project is displayed graphically in Figure 2.
Figure 2 Pre vs. Post Compressor Energy Use
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An hourly power profile for one week was created. This profile is populated with the average
calculated demand of the compressors after the completion of the project. A second hourly
power profile for one week was created, and is populated with the average calculated demand of
the compressors prior to the completion of the project. Observed Holidays and periods of
maintenance are incorporated into these profiles, and these profiles are integrated into the 8760
calculator to extrapolate the profiles out to an entire year. The 8760 calculator is used to find the
ex post savings for this project by calculating the difference in annual energy consumption,
seasonal demand, and seasonal peak demand.
This analysis provided the savings for the operations adjustment. The savings differ due to differences in operating CFM.
These savings adjustments, along with all of the other adjustments for this project, the Ex Post savings, and the
realization rates for this project are displayed in

Table 4.

Table 4 Project Savings Comparison

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Adjustment
Technology Adjustment
Quantity
Operation
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal
Peak Savings

Winter
Seasonal
Peak Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

1.40

1.40

-

-

85,760

1.40
1.40
1.40
12.61
12.61
12.61
901%

1.40
1.40
1.40
12.56
12.56
12.56
897%

8.66
8.66
8.66
-

9.77
9.77
9.77
-

85,760
85,760
85,760
77,568
77,568
77,568
90%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

EA07M001
Compressed Air System
39,938 kWh
Manufacturing
Compressed Air

Measure Description
This project consisted of fixing of 29.96 CFM of leaks in the facility’s compressed air system and decreasing
the compressed air system pressure from 110psi to 98psi.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system.
The provided documentation specifies that 29.96 CFM of leaks were found, and that all of these leaks were
fixed. It is specified that before the project was completed, the compressor would run at 175CFM for 6250
hours per year. It is specified that after the project was completed the compressor would run at 145CFM for the
same number of hours. This is a flow reduction of 30CFM; this is (approximately) the amount of leaks
specified in the leak report.
The compressor operations described in the measure above is displayed in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1 Original compressor operation

Compressor
Dryer

Pressure (psi)
110
110

CFM
175
175

kW
30
2.19

Hrs/year
6,250
6,250

kWh/year
187,500
13,688

Hrs/year
6,250
6,250

kWh/year
150,000
11,250

Table 2 Compressor Operation After Leak Fixes

Compressor
Dryer

Pressure (psi)
100
100

CFM
145
145

kW
24
1.8

The savings for this project are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3 Summary of Project Savings

Leak Fixes

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW Annual kWh
6.3
39,938

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the repair of leaks in the compressed air systems as well
as the calculation of savings due to air distribution piping improvements and compressor start/stop
programming. The base case for the repair of leaks will be the current air compressor meeting the compressed

air demands with the identified leaks not repaired. This will be compared to the compressed air demands with
the reduced CFM requirement due to the repaired leaks.
The base case for the piping improvements will be the compressed air system after the leaks were repaired.
This will be compared to the compressed air system with the reduced supply pressure.
The base case for the reduced hours of use will be the compressed air system after the repaired leaks and the
decreased system pressure. This will be compared to the compressed air system after programming start/stop
functions to shut the compressor and dryer off during weekends and holidays.
An inspection of the site and these measures will be conducted and the site representative will be interviewed
about the operation of the compressed air systems, the repaired leaks, the improved air distribution piping, and
the start/stop programming. Specifically the site representative will be asked to verify the reported leaks in the
documented air leak repair report were all repaired, the documented piping improvements were performed, and
the documented start/stop programming was done. The compressors will be inspected and their make and model
numbers will be recorded. The customer will be interviewed to determine how the air compressors are
controlled along with the system’s operating pressure and storage capacity.
IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
The energy use of the compressor will be metered for a period of no less than 2 weeks with a metering interval
no greater than 15 minutes. Split-core current transducers measure the three-phase currents, and are hooked up
to Dent ELITEpro Energy Loggers. In addition spot measurements of the air compressor will be taken with a
NIST calibrated Fluke 1735 of voltage, amperage, power factor, and kW. The customer will be interviewed to
determine if the plant operation during the time that the loggers are installed is typical, and whether or not the
plant operations have changed significantly since the project was completed. The customer will also be asked if
the plant operation changes throughout the year, or if it is consistent.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the installation of the measure and install energy loggers was conducted on January
27, 2012. The facility manager was interviewed and they provided updated information about the compressed
air system. The facility manager explained that all of the work specified in the project documentation had been
completed, that an ultrasonic leak detector was periodically used to check for new leaks, and that the system
pressure was maintained at 99psi. The facility manager explained that every Friday the backup compressor is
started up and run for approximately 8 hours, in order to maintain the compressor so that if it is ever needed due
to maintenance or other issues with the main compressor, it will be in good working order. During the time that
the backup compressor is run the primary compressor is shut down.
The Dent ELITEpro Energy Logger that was installed during the site visit was collected on February 10, 2012.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this measure are 55,725 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings of 39,936 kWh
per year for a realization rate of 140%. The ex post summer and winter peak demand savings are 6.62kW and
5.88kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante peak demand savings of 6.30 kW for both summer and winter,
yielding realization rates of 105% and 93%, respectively.
The compressor power data gathered with the installed DENT ElitePro logger is displayed in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Compressor Metered Demand
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Using the trended compressor curves and the variable frequency drive compressor curve, a compressed air flow
profile was created. Then to determine the baseline usage, the leak cfm was added back into the compressed air
demand profile. This increased compressed air demand profile was then used, along with the variable
frequency drive compressor curve, to calculate the baseline (electrical) demand profile.
An hourly power consumption profile for one year was created from the electrical demand profiles. Observed
Holidays and periods of maintenance were incorporated into the profile, and the difference in annual power
consumption was determined by determining the difference in total kWh between the system with and without
the completion of the project.
The peak kW savings were determined using the same hourly power consumption profile described above.
This analysis provided the savings for the operations adjustment. The operation savings are shown in Error!
Reference source not found.Table 4.
Table 4 Operations Adjustment Savings Comparison

Summer Winter Summer Winter Energy
Seasonal Seasonal
Peak
Peak Savings
Peak kW Peak kW
kW
kW
(kWh)
Ex Ante Savings

6.3

6.3

-

-

39,936

Operational adjustment savings

8.33

7.57

6.62

5.88

55,725

Other differences between the Ex Ante and Ex Post savings are due to operational adjustments. The data
collected with the energy logger shows different compressor operation than that specified in the project
documentation (which was used in the Ex Ante Calculations). The Ex Ante Savings calculations simplify the
post-implementation compressor operation to one running condition – 145 CFM. The air supplied by the
compressor is not limited to any incremental stages; rather it varies continuously and supplies air at well over
150 CFM during a majority of the time that it operates.
The ex ante savings along with all of the adjustments are added together to find the ex post savings and
realization rate as shown in Table 5.

Table 5 Project Savings Comparison

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation Adjustment
Technology Adjustment
Quantity Adjustment
Operations Adjustment
Heating and Cooling Adjustment
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal
Peak
Savings
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30
8.33
8.33
8.33
132%

Winter
Seasonal
Peak
Savings
6.30
6.30
6.30
6.30
7.57
7.57
7.57
120%

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

6.62
6.62
6.62
-

5.88
5.88
5.88
-

39,936
39,936
39,936
39,936
55,725
55,725
55,725
140%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

EA07M010
PC Project
76,200 kWh
School
Plug Loads

Measure Description
This project involved the installation of SyAM energy efficiency software on 635 computers at 2
schools and 1 administrative building.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system. The
installed network monitoring software should have the ability to keep track of when the
computers are turned on and off (by the user and by the software). Given approximate energy
consumption data for the computers used in the school system, the network software should be
able to estimate the amount of energy saved as a result of the software being installed. The
provided project documentation includes a “Power Management Analysis” page which specifies
an annual electrical energy savings of 76,200 kWh. The computer count and calculated energy
savings for each of the buildings in which the SyAM software was installed is displayed in Table
1.
Table 1 PC Project Quantity and Savings per Building

Building
Middle School
High School
Central Office
Servers
Total

PC count
250
350
20
15
635

Annual kWh savings
30,000
42,000
2,400
1,800
76,200

It is expected that during normal active operation, the software has no effect on the energy usage.
The energy savings for this project are only due to the installed software setting the computers
and monitors into standby or off mode during unoccupied hours.
The savings for this project are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2 Summary of Project Savings

PC Project

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal Peak
kW
Annual kWh
0.00
76,200

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the installation of SyAM software, which
turns off computers and monitors during certain hours of the day. The project documentation
does not specify what the on/off times are for the computers, and if the schedules with which the
computers and monitors are controlled varies based on the day of the week or based on other
parameters. It is also possible that the software is programmed to shut down computers after
they have been “idle” for a certain period of time.
Much of the information necessary for inspection and verification will be available from the
network monitoring software that was installed as part of the SyAM software package. Data will
be gathered from this software which specifies the hours of operation of the computers being
controlled by the software.
The customer will be interviewed to determine the quantity of computers that the software was
installed on. In addition, a survey will be completed to identify a representative of at least 10%
of the computers on which the SyAM software was installed. If any of the information
mentioned previously is not available from the network monitoring software, the customer will
be asked to provide that information during the interview.
Because computers are sometimes turned off by the user, the customer will be interviewed to
determine how frequently the teachers and students turned off the computers (most often at the
end of the day) prior to the software being installed.
The customer will be asked about any changes that have been made to the computers being used
or the network over which the computers are monitored. Because schools often times purchase
new computers and servers on a yearly basis, it is expected that some of the PC quantities and
kWh savings presented in the project documentation may no longer be accurate and will need to
be adjusted. It is also possible that scheduling changes have been made within the SyAM
software since it was first installed.

Description of Verification
A site visit to verify the installation of the measure, take instantaneous readings, collect
information from the SyAM network monitoring software and interview the customer was
performed on November 2, 2011. The computer system administrator was interviewed, and they
specified that the number of computers specified in the project documentation appeared to be
accurate, but that the number of computers in use had decreased to 420 since the software was
originally installed. The system administrator informed the visiting engineer that all of the
computers throughout the district are reimaged every summer to delete old files and programs,
update software, and reinstall the operating system to ensure that all computers are running
optimally. The last time that this reimaging was done the SyAM software was not included, so it
is no longer used to control any computers.
Because the software is no longer in place to control the computers, a desk review will be done
to determine the savings for this project during the time that the software was actually in use.

Summary of Calculations
The ex ante calculations were reviewed and found to be reasonable. There were no adjustments
made to the Ex Ante calculations. As a result, the desk review ex post savings for this project
are equal to the ex ante savings. The savings for this project are shown below in Table 3.

Table 3 Summary of Project Savings Adjustments

Ex Ante
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operation
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
-

76,200
76,200
76,200
76,200
76,200
76,200
76,200
100%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Ex Ante Measure:
Gas Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

EA08G007
Repair make-up air unit
1,377 Therms
School
Heating

Measure Description
The customer repaired and put into operation dampers and controls for the make-up air unit
(MAU) that serves the F wing of the high school. It is an 8500 CFM MAU with heat exchanger,
and is used to treat the incoming fresh air in the winter.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The ex ante calculated gas savings for the repair of the MAU that serves the F wing of the school
were done using a simplified bin analysis. The capacity of the MAU was multiplied by the total
bin hours and the unit’s coefficient of performance to find the BTUs of energy required to heat
the air supplied by the MAU. The required heating energy was totaled, and a boiler system
efficiency of 60% was assumed. The following calculations show how the ex ante savings were
calculated. In these calculations it is assumed that the heat pump make-up air conditioners have a
Coefficient of Performance (C.O.P.) of 3 and the supplied natural gas contains 1029 BTUs per
cubic foot of energy. The STP density and specific heat of air are used as well.

Because the heating of the F wing in the school is being switched from a boiler to a heat pump,
the gas savings is equal to the gas needed to heat the space without the heat pump. There will be
no gas use for the F wing after this project is completed, as the heating will now be powered by
electricity.
The ex ante results are displayed in Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of Project Savings

MAU repair

Ex Ante Savings
CCF
1,377

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of gas savings due to the switching of the heating load from
a boiler to a heat pump. The base case for this project will be the current boiler meeting the
heating demands of the F wing. The post-implementation case will be the heating demands of
the F wing being met by the MAU. For the savings analysis of this project the base case and
post-implementation case will have the same temperature set points and outdoor air conditions.
An inspection of the site will be conducted and the site representative will be interviewed about
the operation of the boiler system and the repaired MAU. Specifically the site representative will
be asked to verify the reported repair work was completed. The MAU and boiler system will be
inspected and the make and model numbers of the MAU heat pump and fan and the boiler will
be recorded. The customer will be interviewed to determine how the MAU and boiler are
controlled along with the building’s temperature controls and hours of operation.
IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
The energy use of the MAU will be metered for a period of no less than 2 weeks with a metering
interval no greater than 15 minutes. Split-core current transducers measure the three-phase
currents, and are hooked up to Dent ELITEpro Energy Loggers. In addition spot measurements
of the MAU will be taken with a NIST calibrated Fluke 1735 of voltage, amperage, power factor,
and kW. The customer will be interviewed to determine if the school’s operation during the time
that the logger is installed is typical.
The metered data, along with representative fan curves and temperature data, will be used to
determine the net reduction in gas use by the facility’s heating system as a result of this project’s
completion.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the installation of the measure and install energy loggers was
conducted on July 28, 2011. The facility manager was interviewed and they were able to show
the visiting engineer where the heat pumps, heat exchanger, and boiler for the F-wing are
located. Upon inspection of the facility’s equipment it was decided that more accurate results
could be obtained if temperature loggers were installed in the heat exchanger rather than
installing an energy logger in the electrical panel for the MAU. (4) U12-012
Temperature/Relative Humidity loggers were installed to measure the temperature of the outside
air, return air, exhaust air, and discharge air of the heat exchanger every 5 minutes.
The installed loggers were picked up on August 19, 2011, and the collected data offloaded to a
computer for analysis.
A third site visit was performed on January 18, 2012, during which (4) temperature loggers were
again installed in the heat exchanger, just as they were installed during the previous period of
monitoring. These loggers were collected on February 2, 2012, and the collected data offloaded
to a computer for analysis.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this measure are 0 Therms per year, compared to the ex ante
savings of 1,377 Therms per year for a realization rate of 0%. The ex ante and ex post seasonal
gas demand savings for this project are all 0, along with the ex post seasonal peak gas demand
savings.
The data collected by the temperature loggers installed in the heat exchanger shows that the
MAU was never on. This was concluded because the temperature of the air in the exhaust duct
is nearly the exact same temperature as the air at the inlet to the heat exchanger, thus there is no
air movement through the unit. This was true for the data collected both during the summer and
during the winter. This project consisted of performing maintenance that would allow this unit
to once again function properly to pre-condition make-up air brought into the building, but
because it never runs, it is not pre-treating any air, thus there are no savings for this project. This
is the Operations Adjustment for the project. The Summer and Winter temperature logger data
for the Outside Air and Exhaust Air are displayed in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
Figure 1 Summer Temperature Logger Data
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Figure 2 Winter Temperature Logger Data
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The ex ante and ex post savings, along with all of the adjustments made to the savings and the
realization rates for the project, are displayed in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference..
Table 2 Summary of Project Savings Adjustments

Ex Ante
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operation
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post
Realization Rate

Peak Day
(CCF/Day)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-

Extreme Peak
Day (CCF/Day
0.00
0.00
0.00
-

Yearly
Savings
(CCF)
1,377
1,377
1,377
1,377
0
0
0
0%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

EA09M015
PC Project
57,934 kWh
School System
Computers

Measure Description
This project involved the installation of SyAM energy efficiency software on 335 computers at 5 schools and 1
administrative building.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system. The installed network
monitoring software should have the ability to keep track of when the computers are turned on and off (by the
user and by the software). Given approximate energy consumption data for the computers used in the school
system, the network software should be able to estimate the amount of energy saved as a result of the software
being installed. The provided project documentation includes a series of powerpoint slides prepared by
Integrated Financial Systems, Inc., which specifies a “Pre-Monitored kWh Savings Potential” of 58,678 kWh.
Some hand-written notes specify “Potential savings remaining” or 744kWh, which is subtracted from the PreMonitored Savings of 58,678 kWh to arrive at the Ex Ante savings amount of 57,934 kWh. This is the
projected annual savings for 335 Systems. This is based on a per-PC energy consumption of 105 Watts when
running under normal operating conditions.
It is expected that during normal active operation, the software has no effect on the energy usage. The energy
savings for this project are only due to the installed software setting the computers and monitors into standby or
off mode during unoccupied hours.
The savings for this project are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of Project Savings

PC Project

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW
Annual kWh
0.00
57,934

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the installation of SyAM software, which turns off
computers and monitors during certain hours of the day. The project documentation does not specify what the
on/off times are for the computers, and if the schedules with which the computers and monitors are controlled
varies based on the day of the week or based on other parameters. It is also possible that the software is
programmed to shut down computers after they have been “idle” for a certain period of time.
Much of the information necessary for inspection and verification will be available from the network
monitoring software that was installed as part of the SyAM software package. Data will be gathered from this
software which specifies the hours of operation of the computers being controlled by the software.

The customer will be interviewed to determine the quantity of computers that the software was installed on. In
addition, a survey will be completed to identify a representative of at least 10% of the computers on which the
SyAM software was installed. If any of the information mentioned previously is not available from the network
monitoring software, the customer will be asked to provide that information during the interview.
Because computers are sometimes turned off by the user, the customer will be interviewed to determine how
frequently the teachers and students turned off the computers (most often at the end of the day) prior to the
software being installed.
The customer will be asked about any changes that have been made to the computers being used or the network
over which the computers are monitored. Because schools often times purchase new computers and servers on
a yearly basis, it is expected that some of the PC quantities and kWh savings presented in the project
documentation may no longer be accurate and will need to be adjusted. It is also possible that scheduling
changes have been made within the SyAM software since it was first installed.

Description of Verification
A site visit to verify the installation of the measure, take instantaneous readings, collect information from the
SyAM network monitoring software and interview the customer was performed on October 24, 2011. The
computer system administrator was interviewed, and the customer provided a tour of multiple schools at which
the computers had the SyAM software installed.
The system administrator generated a list of the computers in the school system on which the software had been
installed. The system administrator explained that all computers in the list that were considered “laptops” or
“servers” had the software installed but it had been disabled – the software was disabled on the servers because
the servers are required to operate all the time, and the software had been disabled on the laptops because
teachers would often times take their laptops home with them at the end of the school day, and the software
would shut their computers down while they were working on it in the evening or while it was sitting in their
computer bag, causing them to lose some of their most recent work. The rest of the computers are controlled
based on the schedule specified in Table 2 Computer Operating SchedulesTable 2.
Table 2 Computer Operating Schedules

day scheme
night scheme

Student
7:00AM
5:00PM

administration
7:00AM
7:00PM

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this measure are 38,733 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings of 57,934 kWh
per year for a realization rate of 66.9%. The ex post summer and winter demand savings are 0.35 kW and 7.55
kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante peak demand savings of 0 kW. The summer and winter seasonal
peak demand savings are 0 kW and 7.55 kW, respectively.
The ex post savings were calculated using an hourly use schedule that was established for three periods
throughout the year – from January 1 through June 22 (the end of the school year), January 23 – August 31
(summer vacation), and September 1 (the beginning of the school year) through the end of the year.
From a list of controlled computers generated by the SyAM software during the site visit and a collection of
power consumption spot-measurements, a list of computers and monitors with their respective power
consumption when on/idling, in sleep mode, and off, was generated.

The hourly schedules specified above and the equipment power consumption was used to generate hourly
power consumption profiles to be integrated into the 8760 calculator. The 8760 calculator was used to calculate
the Ex Post annual electrical energy savings as well as the seasonal and seasonal peak demand savings.
The Ex Post savings for this project are significantly less than the Ex Ante savings due to two major factors.
The most significant is that the number of computers being controlled by the software was decreased from 975
to 535 (a 45% reduction) due to the software not turning servers and laptops off at any time. The other major
contributor to the decrease in savings is a reduction in the average computer power. The Ex Ante calculations
assume an average computer station (computer and monitor) power of 105W, whereas the spot measurements
taken during the site visit suggest an average computer station power consumption of approximately 80W, a
reduction of nearly 24%.
The Ex Post savings and realization rates for this project are displayed in Table 3.
Table 3 Pre vs. Post Project Savings

Ex Ante
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operation
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post
Realization Rate

Peak Day
(CCF/Day)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.73
4.73
4.73
-

Extreme Peak
Day (CCF/Day
0
0
0
0
4.73
4.73
4.73
0%

Yearly
Savings
(CCF)
57,934
57,934
57,934
57,934
24,253
24,253
24,253
42%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

EA09M018
Compressed Air System Leak Repairs
26,295 kWh
Manufacturing
Compressed Air

Measure Description
This project consists of the fixing of 21.3 CFM of leaks in the facility’s compressed air system, which is
maintained at 115 psi with a Quincy QSB-40 VFD compressor.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
There is no documentation for this project. All of the information about the compressor, compressed air system,
leaks, and work that was done that is discussed in this report was gathered from the customer during the site
visit outlined in the “Description of Verification” section of this report.
The savings for this project are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of Project Savings

Leak Fixes

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW
Annual kWh
7.40
26,295

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the repair of leaks in the compressed air system. The
base case for the repair of leaks will be the current air compressor meeting the compressed air demands with the
identified leaks not repaired. This will be compared to the compressed air demands being met with the reduced
CFM requirement due to the repaired leaks.
An inspection of the site and the leak repairs will be conducted and the site representative will be interviewed
about the operation of the compressed air system and the repaired leaks. Specifically the site representative will
be asked if a list of repaired leaks is available, and if they could verify that all of the documented leak repairs
were completed. The compressor(s) will be inspected and their make and model number(s) will be recorded.
The customer will be interviewed to determine how the air compressor(s) is/are controlled along with the
system’s operating pressure and storage capacity.
IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
The energy use of the compressor(s) will be metered for a period of no less than 2 weeks with a metering
interval no greater than 15 minutes. Split-core current transducers measure the three-phase currents, and are
hooked up to Dent ELITEpro Energy Loggers. In addition spot measurements of the air compressor(s) will be
taken with a NIST calibrated Fluke 1735 of voltage, amperage, power factor, and kW. The customer will be
interviewed to determine if the plant operation during the time that the loggers are installed is typical, and
whether or not the plant operations have changed significantly since the project was completed. The customer
will also be asked if the plant operation changes throughout the year, or if it is consistent.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the completion of the measure and install energy loggers was conducted on January
24, 2012. The facility manager was interviewed and they were able to locate a paper copy of the leaks that were
found and fixed, which totaled 21.3 CFM. Copies of this paperwork and all additional relevant documents were
made and given to the visiting engineer. The facility manager explained that they had only been working there
for approximately a year, and the person who was the facility manager at the time that the project was
completed had since retired. Because, of this the facility manager was not able to verify that all of the leaks
found were indeed repaired.
A Dent ELITEpro Energy Logger was installed on the facility’s only air compressor during the site visit, and it
was collected on February 10, 2011.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this measure are 14,195 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings of 26,295 kWh
per year for a realization rate of 54%. The ex post average summer and winter demand savings are 3.21 kW
and 3.11 kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante savings of 7.40 kW for both summer and winter, yielding
realization rates of 43% and 42%, respectively. The Ex Post peak summer and winter demand savings are 4.00
kW and 3.56 kW, respectively.
The energy use data collected by the installed DENT ElitePro logger is displayed graphically in Figure 1.
Figure 1 Compressor Metered Demand
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The savings were calculated using compressor curve fits for a Variable Frequency Drive Compressor and the
logged power consumption data displayed in Figure 1. A compressor curve fit was used to calculate the amount
of air supplied by the compressor (in CFM) given the system pressure (115 psi). The documented leaks (21.3
CFM at 115 psi) were then incorporated to determine what the power consumption of the system would be had
the project never been done.

An hourly power consumption profile for one year was created. This profile was populated with the calculated
power consumption of the system with and without the completion of the project. Observed Holidays and
periods of maintenance were incorporated into the profile, and the difference in annual power consumption was
determined by determining the difference in total kWh between the system with and without the completion of
the project.
The peak kW savings were determined using the same hourly power consumption profile described above.
This analysis provided the savings for the operations adjustment. The operation savings are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Operations Adjustment Savings

Leaks Repair

Summer Winter Summer
Seasonal Seasonal
Peak
Peak kW Peak kW
kW
4.00
3.56
3.21

Winter
Peak
kW
3.11

Energy
Savings
(kWh)
14,195

There are no heating and cooling adjustments for this project, and due to the absence of project documentation
there are no documentation, technology, or quantity adjustments for this project. Because there is no project
documentation that shows how the Ex Ante savings were determined, it is unknown why the Ex Post savings
are significantly lower than the Ex Ante savings. The Ex Ante savings along with all of the adjustments are
added together to find the Ex Post savings and realization rates as shown in Table 3.
Table 3 Project Savings Comparison

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation Adjustment
Technology Adjustment
Quantity Adjustment
Operations Adjustment
Heating and Cooling Adjustment
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal
Peak Savings

Winter
Seasonal
Peak Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
4.00
4.00
4.00
54%

7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
3.56
3.56
3.56
48%

3.21
3.21
3.21
-

3.11
3.11
3.11
-

26,295
26,295
26,295
26,295
14,195
14,195
14,195
54%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

WE06M038, WE07M029, WE07M034, WE07M039, WE07M041,
WE07M047, WE07M049, WE07M053, WE07M056
PC Project
654,145 kWh
6 Schools, 3 Government Buildings
Computers

Measure Description
This project involved the installation of Verdiem energy efficiency software on 2,454 computers
at 3 government buildings and 6 schools within a city.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system. The
installed network monitoring software should have the ability to keep track of when the
computers are turned on and off (by the user and by the software). Given approximate energy
consumption data for the computers used in the city-wide network, the network software should
be able to estimate the amount of energy saved as a result of the software being installed. The
provided project documentation includes a series of charts and graphs generated by the installed
Verdiem software which specifies an annual “Baseline Energy Consumption” of 399.8 kWh per
PC in the government buildings and 606 kWh per PC in the schools. The listed annual “Energy
Consumption with Surveyor” is 218.9 kWh for the government buildings and 294 kWh for the
schools, which is a savings of 180.9 and 312 kWh, respectively, per PC per year. These savings
values are multiplied by the number of computers on which the Verdiem software was installed
at each building (937 PCs in government buildings and 1517 in schools) to arrive at the Ex Ante
savings of 654,145 kWh. These numbers assume an average computer power consumption of
70W when on, 10W when in sleep mode, and 1W when off, and it also assumes an average
monitor power consumption of 50W when on, 2W when in sleep mode, and 1W when off.
It is expected that during normal active operation, the software has no effect on the energy usage.
The energy savings for this project are only due to the installed software setting the computers
and monitors into standby or off mode during unoccupied hours.
The information presented above is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 Summary of documentation values

Government buildings

Schools

399.8 kWh
218.9 kWh
180.9 kWh
937
70 W
10 W
2W
50 W
2W
0W
180,841 kWh

606 kWh
294 kWh
312 kWh
1517
70 W
10 W
2W
50 W
2W
0W
473,304 kWh

Baseline energy consumption
Energy consumption w/ Surveyor
Energy Savings
Quantity of computers
Computer Power use when on
Computer Power use in sleep/standby mode
Computer Power use when off
Monitor Power use when on
Monitor Power use in sleep/standby mode
Monitor Power use when off
Total annual energy savings

The savings for this project are summarized in
Table 2.

Table 2 Summary of Project Savings

PC Project

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW
Annual kWh
0.00
654,145

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the installation of Verdiem software,
which turns off computers and monitors during certain hours of the day. The project
documentation does not specify the on/off times are for the computers, and if the schedules with
which the computers and monitors are controlled varies based on the day of the week or based on
other parameters. It is also possible that the software is programmed to shut down computers
after they have been “idle” for a certain period of time.
Much of the information necessary for inspection and verification will be available from the
network monitoring software that was installed as part of the Verdiem software package. Data
will be gathered from this software which specifies the hours of operation of the computers being
controlled by the software.
The customer will be interviewed, and they will be asked to verify the number of computers that
the software was installed on. In addition, a survey will be completed to identify a representative
of at least 10% of the computers on which the Verdiem software was installed. If any of the

information mentioned previously is not available from the network monitoring software, the
customer will be asked to provide that information during the interview.
Because computers are sometimes turned off by the user, the customer will be interviewed to
determine how frequently the teachers and students turned off the computers (most often at the
end of the day) prior to the software being installed.
The customer will be asked about any changes that have been made to the computers being used
or the network over which the computers are monitored. Because schools often times purchase
new computers and servers on a yearly basis, it is expected that some of the PC quantities and
kWh savings presented in the project documentation may no longer be accurate and will need to
be adjusted. It is also possible that scheduling changes have been made within the Verdiem
software since it was first installed.

Description of Verification
A site visit to verify the installation of the measure, take instantaneous readings, collect
information from the Verdiem network monitoring software and interview the customer was
performed on November 2, 2011. The computer system administrator was interviewed and they
provided updated information about the computers on which the Verdiem software was installed.
The system administrator generated a list of the computers in the school on which the software
had been installed so that an updated computer count could be found. The system administrator
explained that the computers are on one schedule, and it does not change regardless of what day
of the week it is or whether or not school is in session. This schedule is specified in Table 3.
Table 3 Computer Operating Schedules

day scheme
sleep mode

Student
Computers
6:00AM
11:00PM

monitor
administration time-out
6:00AM
20 minutes
11:59PM

standby
time-out
never

-

The list of computers provided by the network administrator specified 40 different computer
models on which the Verdiem software was installed at the government buildings and five
computer models used at the schools on which the Verdiem software was installed. Some of the
computers in use are ENERGY STAR computers, so their energy consumption can be found on
the ENERGY STAR website. For the computers that are not ENERGY STAR, instantaneous
energy readings were taken to determine the typical energy use of each model of computer in use
at the schools and government buildings. Readings were taken when the computers were
on/idling, in sleep mode, and when off.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post annual energy savings for these projects is 230,395 kWh, compared to the ex ante
savings of 654,145 kWh per year for a realization rate of 35%. The ex post summer and winter
demand savings are 7.90 kW and 11.89 kW compared to the ex ante peak demand savings of 0
kW. The summer and winter seasonal peak demand savings are 2.00 kW and 20.40 kW,
respectively.

The ex post savings were calculated using an hourly use schedule that was established for three
periods throughout the year – from January 1 through June 22 (the end of the school year),
January 23 – August 31 (summer vacation), and September 1 (the beginning of the school year)
through the end of the year. These profiles were created based on energy use information
collected from the Verdiem software that the network administrator had access to and the
scheduling information that the system administrator was able to provide. The provided graph of
energy use is displayed in Figure 1. The data displayed in this figure is based on actual hours of
operation and an assumed computer and monitor demand of 115W when on, 7W when in
standby mode and 1W when off. This information was used to determine the average number of
hours that the controlled computers were on for each day of the monitoring period, and in turn
the average number of hours the controlled computers were off for each day of the monitoring
period. It was assumed that the controlled computers are all off during the night when the
software shuts them down, and that the average hourly computer on/off ratio is consistent
throughout the course of the day when the computers are generally in use.
Figure 1 Energy Use Reported by Verdiem Software

The created hourly use profiles described above were combined with the quantity and modelspecific power consumption numbers gathered during the site visit to create energy use profiles
for each of the schools and government buildings for each of the three periods of the year
outlined above. These energy use profiles were integrated into the 8760 calculator to determine
the annual energy savings, seasonal demand savings, and seasonal peak demand savings for each
school and government building. The sum of the savings of all of the buildings are the Ex Post
savings for these projects, as presented in this report.
The ex post savings are significantly less than the ex ante savings for three reasons. The first is
that the number of computers controlled by the installed software has decreased from 2337 to
1981 since the completion of the project, a decrease of over 15%. The second contributing factor

is the scheduling of the computers – the computers do not turn off until 11PM or later, to allow
time for updates to be installed on all network computers during the evening. The calculations in
the project documentation suggest that the computers will be put into standby mode from 6PM7AM. The result is a significantly smaller number of hours that the computers are off or in
standby during the night – 6-7 hours/night instead of 11 hours/night – a decrease of
approximately 40%. The third contributor to lower savings is the change that was made in the
power demand of the computers. The ex ante calculations assume an average computer and
monitor total demand of 115W, whereas the spot-measurements taken during the site visit and
the demand information collected from ENERGY STAR specify an average demand of
approximately 75W, a decrease of nearly 35%.
The total ex ante and ex post savings, along with the total of all the adjustments made and the
total realization rates for all of the schools and government buildings are displayed in Table 4.
Table 4 Ex Ante vs. Ex Post Savings

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation Adjustment
Technology Adjustment
Quantity Adjustment
Operations Adjustment
Heating and Cooling Adjustment
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
20.40
20.40
20.40
-

7.90
7.90
7.90
-

11.89
11.89
11.89
-

654,145
654,145
654,145
290,375
230,395
230,395
230,395
35%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

WE07M005
PC Project
35,075 kWh
School
Computers

Measure Description
This project involved the installation of SyAM energy efficiency software on 252 computers at 4
schools and 1 administrative building.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system. The
installed network monitoring software should have the ability to keep track of when the
computers are turned on and off (by the user and by the software). Given approximate energy
consumption data for the computers used in the school system, the network software should be
able to estimate the amount of energy saved as a result of the software being installed. The
provided project documentation includes a series of documents prepared by Integrated Financial
Systems, Inc., which specifies an estimated annual savings of 35,075 kWh. A pdf of an excel
page called the “Power Log Analysis Tool” prepared by Integrated Financial Systems, Inc. was
used to calculate the estimated energy savings before the software was installed, and then was
used again at a later date to calculate the energy savings again. The calculated energy from the
first analysis is 42,647, and the calculated energy savings from the second analysis is 7,572 kWh,
and the difference between these numbers is the savings for this project.
It is expected that during normal active operation, the software has no effect on the energy usage.
The energy savings for this project are only due to the installed software setting the computers
and monitors into standby or off mode during unoccupied hours.
The savings for this project are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of Project Savings

PC Project

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW
Annual kWh
0.00
35,075

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the installation of SyAM software, which
turns off computers and monitors during certain hours of the day. The project documentation
does not specify what the on/off times are for the computers, and if the schedules with which the

computers and monitors are controlled varies based on the day of the week or based on other
parameters. It is also possible that the software is programmed to shut down computers after
they have been “idle” for a certain period of time.
Much of the information necessary for inspection and verification will be available from the
network monitoring software that was installed as part of the SyAM software package. Data will
be gathered from this software which specifies the hours of operation of the computers being
controlled by the software.
The customer will be interviewed to determine the quantity of computers that the software was
installed on. In addition, a survey will be completed to identify a representative of at least 10%
of the computers on which the SyAM software was installed. If any of the information
mentioned previously is not available from the network monitoring software, the customer will
be asked to provide that information during the interview.
Because computers are sometimes turned off by the user, the customer will be interviewed to
determine how frequently the teachers and students turned off the computers (most often at the
end of the day) prior to the software being installed.
The customer will be asked about any changes that have been made to the computers being used
or the network over which the computers are monitored. Because schools often times purchase
new computers and servers on a yearly basis, it is expected that some of the PC quantities and
kWh savings presented in the project documentation may no longer be accurate and will need to
be adjusted. It is also possible that scheduling changes have been made within the SyAM
software since it was first installed.

Description of Verification
A site visit to verify the installation of the measure, take instantaneous readings, collect
information from the SyAM network monitoring software and interview the customer was
performed on October 25, 2011. The computer system administrator was interviewed, and the
customer provided a tour of multiple schools at which the computers had the SyAM software
installed.
The system administrator generated a list of the computers in the school system on which the
software had been installed. They were also able to provide several of the weekly reports that
the SyAM software was automatically generating and sending to their email. These weekly
reports specify the number of hours of operation that were saved throughout the entire network
during the past week, and the calculated energy saved, which is based on a predetermined power
use of the computers.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this project are 20,499 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings of
35,075 kWh per year for a realization rate of 58%. The ex post summer and winter demand
savings are 0.31 kW and 1.59 kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante peak demand savings of
0 kW. The summer and winter seasonal peak demand savings are 0.26 kW and 1.59 kW,
respectively.

The ex post savings were calculated using an hourly use schedule that was established for three
periods throughout the year – from January 1 through June 22 (the end of the school year),
January 23 – August 31 (summer vacation), and September 1 (the beginning of the school year)
through the end of the year. These use schedules were created using the information included in
the weekly savings reports generated by the SyAM software and sent to the system
administrator.
From a list of controlled computers generated by the SyAM software during the site visit and a
collection of power consumption spot-measurements, a list of computers and monitors with their
respective power consumption when on/idling, in sleep mode, and off, was generated.
The hourly schedules specified above and the equipment power consumption was used to
generate hourly power consumption profiles to be integrated into the 8760 calculator. The 8760
calculator was used to calculate the Ex Post annual electrical energy savings as well as the
seasonal demand savings and seasonal peak demand savings.
The Ex Post savings and realization rates for this project are displayed in Table 2.
Table 2 Ex Ante vs. Ex Post Savings Summary

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation Adjustment
Technology Adjustment
Quantity Adjustment
Operations Adjustment
Heating and Cooling Adjustment
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.26
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.59
0.00
1.59
-

0.31
0.00
0.31
-

1.59
0.00
1.59
-

35,075
0
0
10,578
-25,154
0
20,499
58%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

WE07M015, WE07M022
PC Project
222,172 kWh
1 High School, 1 Elementary School
Computers

Measure Description
This project involved the installation of Verdiem energy efficiency software on 829 computers at
2 schools in the same school district.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system. The
installed network monitoring software should have the ability to keep track of when the
computers are turned on and off (by the user and by the software). Given approximate energy
consumption data for the computers used in the school district network, the network software
should be able to estimate the amount of energy saved as a result of the software being installed.
The provided project documentation includes a series of charts and graphs generated by the
installed Verdiem software which specifies an annual “Baseline Energy Consumption” of 736
kWh per PC. The listed annual “Energy Consumption with Surveyor” is 468 kWh, which is a
savings of 268 kWh per PC per year. These savings values are multiplied by the number of
computers on which the Verdiem software was installed at each school to arrive at the Ex Ante
savings of 222,172 kWh. These numbers assume an average computer power consumption of
70W when on, 10W when in sleep mode, and 1W when off, and it also assumes an average
monitor power consumption of 50W when on, 2W when in sleep mode, and 1W when off.
It is expected that during normal active operation, the software has no effect on the energy usage.
The energy savings for this project are only due to the installed software setting the computers
and monitors into standby or off mode during unoccupied hours.
The information presented above is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 Summary of Documentation Values

Baseline energy consumption
Energy consumption w/ Surveyor
Energy Savings
Quantity of computers
Computer Power use when on
Computer Power use in sleep/standby mode
Computer Power use when off
Monitor Power use when on
Monitor Power use in sleep/standby mode
Monitor Power use when off
Total annual energy savings

Schools
736 kWh
468 kWh
268 kWh
829
70 W
10 W
2W
50 W
2W
0W
222,172 kWh

The savings for this project are summarized in
Table 2.

Table 2 Summary of Project Savings

PC Project

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW
Annual kWh
0.00
222,172

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the installation of Verdiem software,
which turns off computers and monitors during certain hours of the day. The project
documentation does not specify the on/off times are for the computers, and if the schedules with
which the computers and monitors are controlled varies based on the day of the week or based on
other parameters. It is also possible that the software is programmed to shut down computers
after they have been “idle” for a certain period of time.
Much of the information necessary for inspection and verification will be available from the
network monitoring software that was installed as part of the Verdiem software package. Data
will be gathered from this software which specifies the hours of operation of the computers being
controlled by the software.
The customer will be interviewed, and they will be asked to verify the number of computers that
the software was installed on. In addition, a survey will be completed to identify a representative
of at least 10% of the computers on which the Verdiem software was installed. If any of the

information mentioned previously is not available from the network monitoring software, the
customer will be asked to provide that information during the interview.
Because computers are sometimes turned off by the user, the customer will be interviewed to
determine how frequently the teachers and students turned off the computers (most often at the
end of the day) prior to the software being installed.
The customer will be asked about any changes that have been made to the computers being used
or the network over which the computers are monitored. Because schools often times purchase
new computers and servers on a yearly basis, it is expected that some of the PC quantities and
kWh savings presented in the project documentation may no longer be accurate and will need to
be adjusted. It is also possible that scheduling changes have been made within the Verdiem
software since it was first installed.

Description of Verification
A site visit to verify the installation of the measure, take instantaneous readings, collect
information from the Verdiem network monitoring software and interview the customer was
performed on November 7, 2011. The computer system administrator was interviewed and they
provided updated information about the computers on which the Verdiem software was installed.
The system administrator generated a list of the computers in the school on which the software
had been installed so that an updated computer count could be found. The system administrator
explained that the computers are on one set of schedules that do not change regardless of what
day of the week it is or whether or not school is in session. The student computers are scheduled
to turn off every day at 6:00PM, and the administrative computers are scheduled to turn off every
day at 7:00PM.
The list of computers provided by the network administrator specified 40 different computer
models on which the Verdiem software was installed at the government buildings and five
computer models used at the schools on which the Verdiem software was installed. Some of the
computers in use are ENERGY STAR computers, so their energy consumption can be found on
the ENERGY STAR website. For the computers that are not ENERGY STAR, instantaneous
energy readings were taken to determine the typical energy use of each model of computer in use
at the schools and government buildings. Readings were taken when the computers were
on/idling, in sleep mode, and when off.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post annual energy savings for these projects is 90,782 kWh, compared to the ex ante
savings of 222,172 kWh per year for a realization rate of 40.9%. The ex post summer and winter
demand savings are 5.61 kW and 10.26 kW compared to the ex ante peak demand savings of 0
kW. The summer and winter seasonal peak demand savings are 4.96 kW and 20.51 kW,
respectively.
The project documentation specifies that 829 software licenses were purchased and installed at
these two schools. At the time of the site visit only 722 of these licenses were in use. The
adjustment to savings made due to this decrease in computers contributing to savings is the
quantity adjustment.

The ex post savings were calculated using an hourly use schedule that was established for three
periods throughout the year – from January 1 through June 22 (the end of the school year),
January 23 – August 31 (summer vacation), and September 1 (the beginning of the school year)
through the end of the year. These profiles were created based on energy use information
collected from the Verdiem software that the visiting engineer was able to get remote access to.
The access granted to the network software was limited to the Verdiem “dashboard”, where
software-measured hours of use are used in collaboration with user-specified power consumption
values to determine energy savings.
The created hourly use profiles were combined with the use of computers in use and their
measured power consumption to create energy use profiles for both schools for each of the three
periods of the year outlined above. These energy use profiles were integrated into the 8760
calculator to determine the annual energy savings, seasonal demand savings, and seasonal peak
demand savings for each school and government building. The sum of the savings numbers of
both schools are the Ex Post savings for these projects, as presented in this report.
The most significant contribution to the decrease in savings for these measures is due to the
significant difference in computer power consumption – the Ex Ante savings use a computer and
monitor power (total) of 120W, whereas the actual average power is approximately 75W, a
decrease of 38%. Another significant contributor to the decrease of savings is that only 722 of
the 829 software licenses reported in the project documentation are still being used.
The Ex Ante and Ex Post savings, along with all of the adjustments made to the savings and the
realization rates for these projects (combined) are displayed in Table 3.
Table 3 Ex Ante and Ex Post Savings Comparison

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.96
4.96
4.96
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
20.51
20.51
20.51
-

5.61
5.61
5.61
-

10.26
10.26
10.26
-

222,172
222,172
222,172
204,767
90,782
90,782
90,782
41%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

WE07M019
Insulated Receiving Door
156 kWh
Manufacturing
Shell

Measure Description
This project consisted of replacing a standard receiving door with an insulated receiving door.
This door separates two areas of the facility that are maintained at different temperatures.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system.
The provided documentation specifies that the receiving door that was previously in use had an
R-value of 3, and that the new insulated receiving door has an R-value of 10.8. The Ex Ante
calculations are broken down into two sections: Infiltration load and Conductive load. The
infiltration load calculation is done using the graphs and calculations on page 26.5 of the
ASHRAE Refrigeration Handbook (1994). The following values, to be used in the infiltration
load calculation, were found in the figures and tables in the Refrigeration Handbook:

The dimensions of the old receiving door and the cracks around the door where air infiltration
was occurring yielded a total infiltration area of 3.44 ft2. Following the calculations specified
above in the ASHRAE Refrigeration Handbook, the infiltration load was calculated as follows:

Assuming 1,000 hours of cooling per year and a cooling efficiency of 1.5 kW/ton, the annual
infiltration cooling load was calculated as follows:

The conductive load was done using the difference in R-value between the old door and the new
door, the estimated average temperature difference across the door, and the area of the door. The
values used in the conductive load calculation are:

Using these values, the conductive load savings were calculated as follows:

The sum of the infiltration energy savings and conductive energy savings are the annual energy
savings for this project.

There are no Ex Ante demand savings for this project. The Ex Ante savings for this project are displayed in

Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of Project Savings

Insulated Receiving Door

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW Annual kWh
0.00
156

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the replacement of an existing receiving
door with a new insulated receiving door.
The base case for this project will be the current facility with the old receiving door still in place.
IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
An inspection of the site and this project will be conducted and the site representative will be
interviewed about the use of the facility and the receiving door and how the air temperatures in

the different spaces of the facility are controlled. Specifically the site representative will be
asked to verify the properties of the old receiving door. The new receiving door will be
inspected and its make and model number will be recorded. The customer will be interviewed to
determine how frequently the receiving door is opened, and what the temperature set points are
throughout the spaces surrounding the receiving door. During the site visit an infrared
thermometer will be used to determine the instantaneous temperature of the spaces on either side
of the receiving door.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the completion of the project was conducted on November 9, 2011.
The facility manager was interviewed and they provided information about the heating and
cooling schedules of the facility throughout the year and showed the visiting engineer the
insulated receiving door that had been installed. The facility manager explained that the
insulated receiving door separated two areas of the building in which the space temperatures
were kept at different set points in both the heating season and the cooling season. The
temperature setpoint difference between these spaces is approximately 10 degrees during both
the heating and cooling season, but during periods when the outside air is temperate, one of the
spaces is opened up to the outside via the loading dock doors and the heating and cooling units
are shut off. The facility manager did not know the cooling efficiency of the roof top units used
to cool the facility.
An infrared thermometer was used to measure the temperature of the spaces on either side of the
receiving door and the temperature difference of 10 degrees Fahrenheit that the facility manager
had specified was confirmed. An inspection of the new insulated receiving door revealed that
there are still some small gaps around some parts of the exterior of the door through which air
can freely move from one side of the door to the other, thus not all of the infiltration specified in
the project documentation was eliminated. Through measurement, it was determined that the
total infiltration area of the new door was approximately 0.66 ft2.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this project are 40 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings of 156
kWh per year for a realization rate of 26%. The ex post summer and winter average demand
savings are 0.02 kW and 0 kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante savings of 0 kW for both
summer and winter. The Ex Post summer and winter seasonal peak demand savings are 0.03 kW
and 0 kW, respectively.
The Ex Post savings were separated into infiltration savings and conductive savings, similar to
how the Ex Ante calculations were done. For the Infiltration calculations the temperature
difference used was 10 degrees Fahrenheit, and an infiltration area of 0.66 square feet was used
in the Ex Post calculations, and after review of the ASHRAE Refrigeration Handbook
calculations referenced in the Ex Ante calculations the Qs value was changed from 0.05 to 0.04
for the Ex Post calculations, while the Rs remained the same.
The infiltration cooling load and conductive cooling load calculations were put into the 8760
calculator, and when the outside air temperature is 70 degrees or above but below 80 degrees the
temperature difference (dT) between the two conditioned spaces is the difference between the

outside air temperature and 70 degrees. When the outside air temperature is 80 degrees and
above, the temperature difference between the spaces on either side of the receiving door is 10
degrees. The infiltration and conductive cooling load calculations are done using this
temperature difference calculation, and there are no savings for this project when the outside air
temperature is below 70 degrees Fahrenheit.
The sum of the infiltration cooling savings and conductive cooling savings are the Ex Post savings for this project. The Ex
Ante and Ex Post savings and the corresponding realization rates are displayed in

Table 2.
Table 2 Energy Savings Comparison

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.03
0.03
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.02
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-

156
156
156
156
40
40
40
26%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

WE07M060
Compressed Air System Leak Fixes
232,748 kWh
Manufacturing
Compressed Air

Measure Description
This project consisted of fixing 301.5 CFM of leaks in the facility’s compressed air system. The
compressed air is provided by an Ingersoll-Rand two-stage water-cooled reciprocating 250 HP
compressor.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system.
The provided documentation specifies that 301.5 CFM of leaks were found, and that all of these
leaks were fixed. The project documentation specifies that there are 5 stages of loading for
which the compressor power consumption is specified. These loading stages are listed below in
Table 1.
Table 1 compressor loading stages

% load
100
75
50
25
0

CFM
1445
1084
723
361
0

Demand (kW)
213
164
117
88
21

For the ex ante calculations the project documentation specifies 3 average compressed air loads –
1208 CFM, 815 CFM, and 626 CFM. In order to calculate the compressor demand for each of
these loads, a combination of the load stages specified in Table 1 is used, as specified below in
Table 2. The total annual kWh for all of the loads is the base case energy use for the compressor.
The same calculation is done to determine the annual energy use after the project’s completion.
The 3 average compressed air loads used in this calculation are 302 CFM less than that specified
for the base case calculations – 906 CFM, 513 CFM, and 324 CFM. The loading for the post
case energy calculation is specified in Table 3.

Table 2 base case loading

Average load
1208 CFM
815 CFM
626 CFM
TOTAL

load stage
1445 CFM
1084 CFM
1084 CFM
723 CFM
723 CFM
361 CFM

% time in load stage
34.35%
65.65%
25.48%
74.52%
73.20%
26.80%

Demand (kW)
213
164
164
117
117
88

hours/year

% time in load stage
50.69%
49.31%
41.99%
58.01%
89.75%
10.25%

Demand (kW)
164
117
117
88
88
21

hours/year

2040
4080
1224

kWh
147,737
220,810
170,626
355,633
105,115
28,651
1,028,572

Table 3 Post Case Loading

Average load
906 CFM
513 CFM
324 CFM
TOTAL

load stage
1084 CFM
723 CFM
723 CFM
361 CFM
361 CFM
0 CFM

2040
4080
1224

kWh
170,626
116,953
200,491
208,243
96,941
2,570
795,824

The difference in total annual energy use is the ex ante energy savings for this measure
(1,028,572 kWh – 795,824 kWh = 232,748 kWh). The demand savings for this project (for both
summer and winter) is the difference between the 100% load condition demand (213 kW) and
the 75% load condition demand (164 kW), which is 49 kW.
The savings for this project are summarized in Table 4.
Table 4 Summary of Project Savings

Leak Fixes

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW Annual kWh
49.00
232,748

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the repair of leaks in the compressed air
system. The base case for the repair of leaks will be the air compressor in place when the project
was completed meeting the compressed air demands with the identified leaks not repaired. This
will be compared to the compressed air demands with the reduced CFM requirement due to the
repaired leaks.

An inspection of the site and these measures will be conducted and the site representative will be
interviewed about the operation of the compressed air system. Specifically the site
representative will be asked to verify the reported leaks in the documented air leak repair report
were all repaired, and that they were provided with an ultrasonic leak detector and 2 hours of
training, as described in the project documentation. The compressor will be inspected and its
make and model number will be recorded. The customer will be interviewed to determine how
the air compressor is controlled along with the system’s operating pressure and storage capacity.
IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
The energy use of the compressor will be metered for a period of no less than 2 weeks with a
metering interval no greater than 15 minutes. Split-core current transducers measure the threephase currents, and are hooked up to a DENT ElitePro Energy Logger. In addition spot
measurements of the air compressor will be taken with a NIST calibrated Fluke 1735 of voltage,
amperage, power factor, and kW. The customer will be interviewed to determine if the plant
operation during the time that the logger is installed is typical, and whether or not the plant
operations have changed significantly since the project was completed. The customer will also
be asked if the plant operation changes throughout the year, or if it is consistent.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the installation of the measure and install energy loggers was
conducted on January 23, 2012. The facility manager was interviewed and they provided
updated information about the compressed air system. Since the completion of the project, a
new compressor has been installed, a 200 HP Ingersoll-Rand Nirvana IRN200H-2S compressor,
replacing the Ingersoll-Rand XLE 19 250 HP compressor that was in use when the project was
completed. The facility manager explained that all of the work specified in the project
documentation had been completed, that an ultrasonic leak detector is periodically used to check
for new leaks, and that the system pressure is maintained at 100 psi.
The DENT ElitePro Energy Logger was collected on February 15, 2012, and the data collected is
displayed in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Metered Compressor Demand
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Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this measure are 325,167 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings
of 232,748 kWh per year for a realization rate of 140%. The ex post summer and winter demand
savings are both 37.12 kW, compared to the ex ante peak demand savings of 49 kW, yielding
realization rates of 76% for both summer and winter. The ex post summer and winter seasonal
peak demand savings are also both 37.12 kW.
Compressor performance curves for the IRN200H rotary screw Variable Frequency Drive
Compressor and the logged power consumption data are used to find the amount of air supplied
by the compressor (in CFM) for each set of data points collected by the logger. These calculated
supply air flow rates and compressor performance curves for the XLE 19 compressor are used to
calculate what the power draw of the old compressor would have been had it still been in use
during the monitoring period. The same XLE 19 compressor performance curve is then used to
calculate what the power draw of the old compressor would have been during the monitoring
period if the compressed air system leaks had never been fixed.
The calculated hourly demand of the old compressors during the metered period with and
without the completion of the project is displayed graphically in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Pre vs. Post Compressor Demand
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An hourly power profile for one week was created. This profile is populated with the average
calculated demand of the compressors after the completion of the project. A second hourly
power profile for one week was created, and is populated with the average calculated demand of
the compressors prior to the completion of the project. Observed Holidays and periods of
maintenance are incorporated into these profiles, and these profiles are integrated into the 8760
calculator to extrapolate the profiles out to an entire year. The 8760 calculator is used to find the
ex post savings for this project by calculating the difference in annual energy consumption,
seasonal demand, and seasonal peak demand.
One factor that significantly contributed to the increase of savings in the Ex Post calculations
over those in the Ex Ante is that the compressor is on all the time, 8760 hours/year, whereas in
the Ex Ante calculations the compressor is assumed to only operate for 7,344 hours/year.
Another factor that may contribute to increased savings is the difference in calculation method
between the Ex Ante and Ex Post savings. The Ex Ante savings were calculated using 3 loads
(626CFM, 815CFM, 1208CFM) and estimated annual hours spent in each load. The Ex Post
savings were calculated using metered data extrapolated to an entire year.
This analysis provided the savings for the operations adjustment. These savings adjustments,
along with all of the other adjustments for this project, the Ex Post savings, and the realization
rates for this project are displayed in Table 5.

Table 5 Energy Savings Comparison Table

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

49.00
49.00
49.00
49.00
37.12
37.12
37.12
76%

49.00
49.00
49.00
49.00
37.12
37.12
37.12
76%

37.12
37.12
37.12
-

37.12
37.12
37.12
-

232,748
232,748
232,748
232,748
325,167
325,167
325,167
140%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Ex Ante Measure:
Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

WE07M064
Compressed Air System Rebuild
3,086,760 kWh
372.88 kW
Manufacturing
Compressed Air

Measure Description
This project involves five measures that were all completed on the facility’s compressed air
system. A complete rebuild of the compressed air system was performed, along with the
installation of a 5 HP blower, installation of a 200 HP Variable Frequency Drive air compressor,
installation of solenoid valves and motion sensors on air gauges, and installation of solenoid
valves on production equipment.
The customer was provided with an ultrasonic leak detector and 2 hours of instruction on use, for
maintaining compressed air system integrity in the future.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The facility at which this project was completed has (4) compressors – (1) Ingersoll-Rand Centac
Centrifugal compressor and (3) Ingersoll-Rand XLE 14.5 9x7.5 compressors. The system is
maintained at 100 psig.
The project documentation includes very little information about how the ex ante calculations
were done. For the first and largest measure, the rebuilding of the compressed air system, no
relevant calculations are included in the project documentation. The project documentation
specifies that the ex ante savings for this measure are 214 kW and 2,191,048 kWh.
The project documentation includes calculations for the second measure, which consists of
installing a 200 HP 2-stage nirvana compressor to replace (3) existing Ingersoll-Rand XLE
compressors that are each 50+ years old. The project documentation specifies that the base case
energy use is 1,162,264 kWh and the base case demand is 172 kW, values which are said to be
from a study that was done for other measures of the project and the analysis completed for the
first measure of this project. The project documentation does not go into any further detail about
how these base case energy and demand values were determined. The calculation of savings
done in the project documentation for the compressors replacement specifies that with the new
compressor supplying compressed air to the facility the new compressor runs at 25.7% load for
1,404 hours per year and at 76.9% load for 6,108 hours per year. The full-load power draw of
the compressor is specified to be 174 kW. There is also a fan’s energy consumption included in
the calculations, for which the % of full load running speed is the same as the % load of the
compressor, and the affinity law is used to calculate the energy consumption of the fan. The fullload power of the fan is 7.35 kW. The post case energy use of the compressor and fan is
calculated as follows:

The total calculated demand and annual energy use of the new compressor and fan is compared
to the base case demand and annual energy use, and the reduction in demand (35 kW) and annual
energy use (261,602 kWh) are the demand savings and annual energy savings, respectively, for
this measure.
The project documentation does not include any relevant calculations for the third measure, the
installation of a 5 HP blower. The project documentation specifies that the ex ante savings for
this measure are 1.07 kW and 19,875 kWh.
The project documentation includes some simple calculations with which the ex ante calculation
of savings for the fourth measure, leak repairs and the installation of solenoid valves, were
determined. The included calculations specify that the completion of the measure would result
in 348 CFM of air being contained in the system that would have otherwise leaked out. The
compressor efficiency is specified to be 0.16 kW/CFM, and the compressor run time is specified
to be 7,488 hours/year. The ex ante energy and demand savings for this measure are calculated
as follows:

The fifth and last measure for this project also includes the installation of solenoid valves and
performing leak fixes. It is specified that this measure results in the containment of 437 CFM of
compressed air that would have otherwise leaked out of the system. For this measure the

compressor efficiency is also 0.16 kW/CFM, but the annual operating hours is only 3,120. The
ex ante energy and demand savings for this measure are calculated as follows:

The ex ante savings presented in the tracking system are displayed below in Table 1.
Table 1 Ex Ante Savings Estimates

Compressed Air System Rebuild
Compressor
Install 5 HP Blower
Leak Repairs and Solenoid Valves
Leak Repairs and Solenoid Valves
TOTAL

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW Annual kWh
214.00
2,191,048
35.00
261,602
1.07
19,875
52.89
396,085
69.92
218,150
372.88
3,086,760

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the rebuild of the facility’s compressed air
system, the installation of a replacement compressor, a 5 HP blower, and the repair of leaks and
installation of solenoid valves throughout the compressed air system.
An inspection of the site and these measures will be conducted. The compressors will be
inspected and their make and model numbers will be recorded. The storage capacity and
operating and setpoint pressures of the compressors and compressed air systems will be
recorded. The customer will be interviewed to confirm the pre-retrofit operating and setpoint
pressures.
The customer will be interviewed about the operation and control of the compressed air system,
the repaired leaks, and all of the new equipment that was installed. The site representative will
be asked to verify that the reported leaks were all fixed, and that all documented equipment
installations were completed and that the installed equipment is in use.
The site representative will be interviewed regarding the benefits of the leak reduction program
and any effects on customer behavior regarding leaks; were additional leaks identified after the
initial project; were the leaks repaired internally; has the customer worked at lowering the system
pressure. The site representative will also be asked about the helpfulness and usefulness of the

input provided by the Connecticut Energy Efficiency Fund (CEEF) Energy Engineer as well as
overall satisfaction with the program.
The customer will also be asked about other possible changes at the facility that might have
affected the operation of the compressors, e.g. changes to the processes, production, or hours of
operation compared to the baseline operation.
IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
Energy use metering of the air compressors will be performed at the panel level with DENT
ElitePro energy loggers for a period of no less than two weeks at a maximum interval of fifteen
minutes. The Power Factor, Amps, and Volts will also be logged with the DENT ElitePro. In
addition, spot measurement of Volts, Amps, Power Factor, and kW will be taken during the site
visit using a NIST-calibrated Fluke 1735 power meter. If energy usage or power kW trend data is
available from the compressor controls, it will also be used to verify the post-retrofit operation of
the compressed air system.
The collected kW data and manufacturer performance curves for the new compressors will be
used to develop an air flow profile for the compressed air system. If curves are not available,
AirMaster+ or another software program will be used to establish the air flow profiles of the
post-retrofit compressed air system. The demand kW and usage kWh of the compressors will be
considered to be the post-retrofit condition for the compressed air measures associated with this
project.
The baseline condition for these measures will be the current facility compressed air demand
being met with the old compressed air system in place, prior to the installation of all of the
equipment specified in the project documentation for this site and the leak fixes being done. The
flow rate of the air escaping the compressed air system due to the leaks that were repaired with
the completion of this project cannot be positively confirmed, but the information provided in the
project documentation will be checked for reasonableness. The post-retrofit metered kW and
calculated air profile will be used to establish the specific power per cfm across the range of
operation. The cfm reduction and these values will be used to calculate energy kWh savings for
the metered period for the facility.
Leak Repair Energy kWh Savings =

(kW/cfm * cfm reduction, leak repair) for metered period

If it is confirmed that the metered period of operation is representative of typical operation, the
results will be extrapolated to establish annual energy kWh savings. If the metered period is not
representative of current annual operating conditions, the results will be normalized to account
for differences, e.g. hours of operation, air usage, etc.
Peak demand kW savings for each measure will be established using the average kW savings due
to cfm usage reduction for the appropriate peak periods.
Leak Repair Demand kW Savings = Average (kW/cfm * cfm reduction, leak repair) for metered
peak hours

The demand peak hours are calculated for 4 different time periods; average summer, winter and
seasonal summer and winter. The average summer demand savings are from 1:00 to 5:00 PM on
non-holiday weekdays from June through August. The average winter demand savings are from
5:00 to 7:00 PM during non-holiday weekdays in December and January. The season summer
and winter demand savings are determined when the ISO New England Real-Time System
Hourly Load is equal to or greater than 90% of the most recent “50/50” System Peak Load
forecast for the respective summer and winter periods laid out for the average demand periods.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the completion of the measures and to install energy loggers was
conducted on January 23, 2012. The facility manager was interviewed and they provided
updated information about the compressed air system. The facility manager explained that all of
the work specified in the project documentation had been completed, that an ultrasonic leak
detector was periodically used to check for new leaks, and that the system pressure is maintained
at 100 psi. (3) DENT ElitePro Energy loggers were installed during the site visit, one on each of
the compressors in use and one on the blower installed as part of this project.
The installed energy loggers were collected on February 14, 2012, and the data collected is
displayed in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
Figure 1 Metered Compressor Demand
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Figure 2 Metered Blower Demand
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Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this project are 1,674,192 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings
of 3,086,760 kWh per year for a realization rate of 54%. The ex post summer and winter
demand savings are 181.65 kW and 190.47 kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante peak
demand savings of 372.88 kW for both summer and winter, yielding realization rates of 49% and
51%, respectively. The ex post summer and winter seasonal peak demand savings are 160.99
kW and 175.54 kW, respectively.
There are no documentation adjustments or technology adjustments for any of the measures of
this project. There are quantity adjustments for the measure that consists of installing solenoid
valves and motion sensors on air gauge stations, and also quantity adjustments for the measure to
install solenoid valves on production equipment.
For the quantity adjustment for the installation of solenoid valves and motion sensors on air
gauge stations, the adjusted savings were calculated as follows:

This is 333,013 kWh less than that determined in the ex ante calculations. The quantity
adjustment for the installation of solenoid valves on production equipment was calculated in a
similar way, as follows:

This is 24,585 kWh less than that determined in the ex ante calculations. This is due to the
quantity that was changed in the calculation of savings for the measures that involve the
installation of solenoid valves is the air flow (CFM) that is saved as a result of the measures.
The solenoid valves that were installed for the two measures discussed above only save air flow
when the equipment downstream of the valves is not in use (this is when the valves are closed).
The ex ante calculations appear to assume that the installed valves will be saving compressed air
flow for the duration of the compressor operation. The average amount of air that is actually
saved is significantly less than that specified for the ex ante calculation of savings (ex ante
savings assume savings occurring all the time).
For the installation of solenoid valves on production equipment, for which annual operating
hours of 3,120 are assumed in the ex ante calculations, the average air flow savings were
determined by finding the average air flow in the compressed air system before and after the
completion of the measure, and the difference in average flow rates between the base case and
the post case is the new air flow savings quantity that is used to calculate the quantity adjustment
for this measure. Because this measure is only contributing to savings when the production
equipment is not in use, a production on/off threshold of approximately 900 CFM was found
upon review of the metered data collected with the installed energy loggers. In all instances
where the compressor operation falls below this threshold, the base case for this measure is for
900 CFM of air to be used by the system, and the post case is the amount of air that was found to
be supplied by the compressor with the completion of the project. This analysis shows that
during the monitoring period, the system was “off” 46.4% of the time (including holidays), and
that the system saves an average of 371 CFM during the “off” periods. Taking out holidays and
averaging the savings over the whole year (8,760 hours) yields average savings of 138 CFM.
For the installation of solenoid valves on air gauge stations, for which annual operating hours of
7,488 are assumed in the ex ante calculations, the average air flow savings were determined by
finding the average air flow in the compressed air system before and after the completion of the
measure, and the difference in average flow rates between the base case and the post case is the
new air flow savings quantity that is used to calculate the quantity adjustment for this measure.
Because this measure is only contributing to savings when the production equipment is not in
use, a base case on/off threshold of approximately 1000 CFM was found upon review of the
metered data collected with the installed energy loggers. In all instances where the compressor
operation falls below this threshold, the base case for this measure is for 1000 CFM of air to be
used by the system, and the post case is the amount of air that was found to be supplied by the
compressor prior to the installation of solenoid valves on production equipment. This analysis
shows that during the monitoring period, the system was “off” 54.0% of the time (including
holidays), and that the system saves an average of 92 CFM during the “off” periods. Taking out

holidays and averaging the savings over the whole year (8,760 hours) yields average savings of
45 CFM.
The calculated average air flow savings specified above are multiplied by 8,760 hours/year to
determine the quantity adjustments for these measures that involve the installation of solenoid
valves. Using the estimated compressor efficiency of 0.16 kW/CFM, the average air flow
savings of 45 CFM and 138 CFM (for 8760 hours/year) determined as outlined above yield
significantly less savings than the ex ante flow savings of 348 CFM and 437 CFM (during
on/production hours), respectively.
The project savings (by measure) with the quantity adjustments made are displayed in Table 2.
Table 2 Project Savings with Quantity Adjustments

Compressed Air System Rebuild
Compressor
Install 5 HP Blower
Leak Repairs and Solenoid Valves
Leak Repairs and Solenoid Valves
TOTAL

Savings w/quantity adjustments
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW
Annual kWh
214.00
2,191,048
35.00
261,602
1.07
19,875
7.12
62,383
22.10
193,565
279.29
2,728,472

For the operation adjustments of savings, Rotary Screw Variable Frequency Drive Compressor
curves and the logged power consumption data is used to find the amount of air supplied by the
compressor (in CFM) throughout the logging period. The change in required air (resulting from
the leak fixes, valve and blower installations) and the new and old compressor information is
incorporated to determine what the energy consumption of the system would be had the project
never been done. This analysis was done in 5 steps, where one of the completed measures was
removed at a time from the post case (metered) system. The savings for each measure was
determined individually in this manner, until everything has been removed and what is left is the
base case for the project. The first measure for which the savings are calculated is the
installation of solenoid valves on production equipment, then the installation of solenoid valves
and motion sensors on air gauges, installing a 200HP VFD air compressor, installing a 5HP
blower, and finally rebuilding the compressed air system. For the calculation of savings for each
measure, the energy consumption of the compressors, the blower, and the dryer in use at the
facility are calculated using the same compressor curves mentioned above for the pre and post
case.
During the analysis, several observations were made that suggest why the Ex Post savings are
significantly less than the Ex Ante savings. The solenoid valves with occupancy sensors save
very little energy because the equipment being fed by the lines upon which the valves were
installed are in use nearly all the time. Because of this, there is very little time when these valves
are shutting, thus there is very little time that this measure is actually saving energy. This was

also discussed in the summary of quantity adjustments. Another observation that was made is
that the amount of air that was reported to be leaking out of the system (to be fixed with the
installation of the solenoid valves and the compressed air system rebuild) is greater than the
amount of air being fed to the system by the compressors. Because of this, the amount of leaks
claimed in the project documentation was deemed unreasonable. The air flow savings for the
compressed air system rebuild was adjusted to be consistent with the supplied metered data from
the preliminary compressed air audit. Another contribution to the decrease in savings is that the
new compressor that was installed uses approximately the same amount of energy as the
previous ones, given the use patterns of the compressor in the facility.
The total energy consumption of the compressed air system after performing the calculations for
each measure as described above is displayed in Figure 3.
Figure 3 Pre vs. Post Calculated System Power
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For each measure an average hourly power consumption profile for one week was created. This
profile is populated with the calculated power consumption of the system with and without the
completion of each measure. Observed Holidays and periods of maintenance are incorporated
into the profile. The weekly profile is put into the 8760 calculator to extrapolate the weekly
profile out to cover every hour of the year, and the difference in annual power consumption is
found by determining the difference in total kWh of the system with and without the completion
of each measure.
The peak kW savings for each measure is determined using the same hourly power consumption
profiles described above.
This analysis provided the savings for the operations adjustment. The operation savings are
shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Savings after Operations Adjustment

Savings w/operations adjustments
Summer Winter Summer Winter
Seasonal Seasonal
Peak
Peak
Peak kW Peak kW
kW
kW
Compressed Air System Rebuild

Energy
Savings
(kWh)

148.96

172.35

155.69

Compressor

-0.12

-0.33

0.06

0.11

2,063

Install 5 HP Blower

6.31

3.01

4.33

2.76

22,887

Leak Repairs & Solenoid Valves

1.94

2.22

4.28

4.67

62,664

Leak Repairs & Solenoid Valves

3.9

-1.71

17.28

16.76

180,598

160.99

175.54

181.65

190.47 1,674,192

TOTAL

166.18 1,405,981

There are no heating and cooling adjustments for any of the measures. The adjustments and Ex
Post energy and demand savings and realization rates for the project are displayed in Table 4.
Table 4 Energy Savings Comparison

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

372.88
372.88
372.88
279.29
160.99
160.99
160.99
43%

372.88
372.88
372.88
279.29
175.54
175.54
175.54
47%

181.65
181.65
181.65
-

190.47
190.47
190.47
-

3,086,760
3,086,760
3,086,760
2,728,472
1,674,192
1,674,192
1,674,192
54%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

WE08M008
Duct Insulation
8,974 kWh
Office Building

Measure Description
This project consisted of insulating the return air ducts on the roof of the facility, which return air
from the atrium of the building to the AHU that serves the atrium.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The project documentation for this project does not include any calculations. The documentation
for this project includes a quote for the work that was done, specifying that the insulation to be
added to the ductwork was 2” polyisocyanurate with venture clad CW 1577 protective stucco
embossed finish, which has a total R-value of 10.52.
The Ex Ante savings for this project are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of Project Savings

Duct Insulation

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW Annual kWh
0.00
8,974

Measurement & Verification Plan
The base case for this project will be the heating, cooling, and ventilation demands of the atrium
area of the facility being met without the insulation being installed. This will be dependent on
the occupied hours of the building and the temperature and/or enthalpy setpoints of the atrium.
IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
An inspection of the site and the installed insulation will be conducted and the site representative
will be interviewed about the operation of the Air Handling Unit that serves the atrium. The site
representative will be asked to verify the reported insulation was installed, and they will be asked
what the temperature and/or enthalpy setpoints are during the heating and cooling season during
the occupied and unoccupied hours of the day. The Air Handling Unit that serves the atrium will
be inspected, and if available, its make and model number will be recorded, along with all other
relevant specifications.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the installation of the insulation was conducted on November 4,
2011. The facility manager was interviewed and they provided information about how the
temperature setpoint in the atrium is controlled. The facility manager said that year-round the
atrium is kept at 70°F, and that it is kept at this temperature from 4AM – 6PM Monday-Friday.
The facility manager confirmed that all of the work specified in the project documentation had
been completed.
During the site visit it was discovered that the atrium air is conditioned using a water loop heat
pump system, and as a result this project will save energy during the heating season and the
cooling season. Originally it was assumed that this project would only result in savings during
the cooling season, so it is expected that the Ex Post savings for this project will be significantly
greater than the Ex Ante savings.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this measure are 18,757 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings of
8,974 kWh per year for a realization rate of 209%. The ex post summer and winter average
demand savings are 1.34 kW and 3.26 kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante peak demand
savings of 0 kW for both summer and winter. The Ex Post summer and winter seasonal peak
demand savings are 1.53 kW and 0 kW, respectively.
The savings for this project were calculated by determining the heat gain of the return ducts
during the summer before and after the insulation installation, as well as the heat loss from the
return ducts during the winter before and after the insulation installation. The cooling efficiency
and heating coefficient of performance for the AHU and heat pump system was used to
determine the corresponding electrical energy use before and after the project completion, and
the total difference in energy use before and after the project’s completion is the electrical energy
savings for this project. These calculations were done in the 8760 calculator, where the heat gain
or loss is based on the temperature of the outside air. The calculation was done for every hour of
the year, and from the 8760 calculator the seasonal demand and seasonal peak demand savings
were also determined.
The following constants and setpoints were used in the Ex Post savings calculations:

The energy use due to heat gain during the cooling season is calculated as follows:

Prior to the insulation installation, the R-value of the ductwork was 0.25, and after the insulation
installation the R-value was 0.25+10.52=10.77. The surface area, ∆T, and cooling efficiency
remain the same before and after the project’s completion. The energy use do to heat loss during
the heating season is calculated as follows:

In this equation 1/3415 is a conversion from kWh to BTUs. Just like in the cooling energy
calculation, the heating efficiency (C.O.P.), surface area, and ∆T remains the same before and
after the project’s completion.
Using these calculations in the 8760 calculator, the annual energy savings, seasonal demand
savings and seasonal peak demand savings are determined.
The Ex Post savings for this project were significantly greater than the Ex Ante savings primarily
because the space is heated using Water-source heat pumps, so there are not only cooling savings
during the summer, but there are also heating savings during the winter. The Ex Ante
calculations only account for the cooling savings.
The Ex Ante and Ex Post savings and realization rates for this project are displayed in Table 2.
Table 2 Ex Ante vs. Ex Post Savings

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.89
1.89
1.89
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-

1.56
1.56
1.56
-

3.35
3.35
3.35
-

8,974
8,974
8,974
8,974
18,757
18,757
18,757
209%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

WE08M012
Occupancy Controls for Lighting, Emergency lights rewiring
133,836 kWh
Storage Facility
Lighting

Measure Description
This project involved two measures, one of them being rewiring (102) existing 4-lamp T8
fixtures so that they only turn on during emergency situations (power loss, when backup power is
in use). The other measure of this project involved rewiring (18) existing 2-lamp T-8 fixtures to
be controlled by occupancy sensors.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system. The project
documentation includes a copy of the excel spreadsheet in which the Ex Ante calculations were
done. In this spreadsheet the type and quantity of the lights involved in both measures is listed
out, along with the wattage and hours of use of each fixture before and after the project’s
completion. This information is displayed in Table 1.
Table 1 Fixture Quantities & Hours of Use

4’ 4-lamp T-8 fixtures (128W/fixture)
4’ 2-lamp T-8 fixtures (64W/fixture)
Base case hours/yr
Post case hours/yr

Emergency light rewiring
102
0
8760
0

Occupancy sensors
0
18
8,760
6,132

For both measures the wattage of the fixtures is multiplied by their respective quantities, and this
is multiplied by the base case hours/year to determine the base case power consumption. This
same calculation is done with the post case hours/year to determine the post case power
consumption, and the difference between the base case and post case power consumption values
are the annual electrical energy savings.

To determine the summer and winter seasonal demand savings for the Emergency lighting
measure, the full-load demand of the lights was determined using the following equation:

This full-load demand was multiplied by tabulated seasonal coincidence factors for a warehouse
space (0.727 and 0.535 for summer and winter, respectively) to arrive at the seasonal demand
savings for the emergency light rewiring measure.

To determine the seasonal demand savings for the occupancy sensors measure, the full-load
demand of the affected fixtures was multiplied by tabulated occupancy sensor coincidence
factors (0.246 and 0.183 for summer and winter, respectively) and a cooling adjustment factor of
1.000 to arrive at the Ex Ante seasonal demand savings for the measure.
The Ex Ante savings for this project are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2 Summary of Project Savings

Emergency light rewiring
Occupancy sensors
Total

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Winter
Annual kWh
Seasonal Peak
Seasonal
kW
Peak kW
114,371
9.49
6.98
3,027
0.28
0.21
117,398
9.77
7.19

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the rewiring of (102) fixtures to operate as
emergency lights and the rewiring of (18) fixtures to be controlled by occupancy sensors.
The customer will be interviewed to verify the completion of the project and the documented
base case operation of the lights. The customer will be asked about the operating hours of the
facility and if the hours of use or use patterns of the facility have changed at all since the project
was completed. The customer will also be asked if the hours of use or use loads change
throughout the course of the year of if it is consistent. During the site visit a fixture count will be
done to verify the quantity of lights that were rewired for both measures of this project, and if
available the make and model number of the lamps and ballasts in use at the facility in the
affected fixtures will be recorded.
IPMVP Option A will be use to calculate the savings for both measures of this project.
During the initial site visit a minimum of (5) U12-012 loggers will be installed to log the on/off
status of a minimum of (2) emergency light fixtures and three (3) fixtures controlled by
occupancy sensors for a minimum of 2 weeks. The Hobo U12-012 light lumen level logger is a
status logger that records the measured light lumen level at a preset time interval. At the time of
installation the Hobo U12-012 is launched from a computer that has the clock synchronized to a
NIST time source and programmed with a logging interval of no less than once every 15
minutes. Per the manufacturer specifications, the U012-012 loggers have a rated time accuracy
of ±1 min/month. This meets the requirements of the M-MVDR. Because the lumen level will
not be used to correlate to demand, but instead is used at a “threshold” variable indicating light
status, the lumen level accuracy requirement is not subject to the M-MVDR requirements and is
not addressed.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit was performed on November 7, 2011, during which the facility manager
provided a tour of the building, showing where the lights were located that were rewired for this
project. The facility manager explained that the lights being controlled by occupancy sensors
will keep the lights on until motion has not been detected for 10 minutes, that the facility
maintains the same hours of use year round (8AM - 7PM Monday-Friday, 8AM - 6PM Saturday,
10AM - 5PM Sunday), and that all floors of the facility get used about the same amount.
The facility manager did not have any spare lamps or ballasts from which the make and model
numbers could be recorded because replacing lamps and ballasts is something that is contracted
out, not done by in-house staff.
During the site visit, (5) U12-012 lumen level loggers were installed throughout the facility, (1)
in a randomly selected fixture that had been converted to emergency fixtures and (1) in a fixture
that is on all the time, and would only turn off if the power went out at the facility. In addition,
(3) loggers were installed to measure the lumen levels of the lights in (3) of the fixtures that were
rewired to be controlled by occupancy sensors. These loggers were picked up on January 20,
2012, and the data collected by the loggers was offloaded to a computer for analysis. When the
loggers were picked up the facility manager was asked if the power to the facility had gone out at
any time since November 7, 2011 when the loggers were deployed, and to the best of their
knowledge there had been no power outages during that time.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this measure are 133,836 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings
of 117,398 kWh per year for a realization rate of 114%. The ex post summer and winter demand
savings are 11.90 kW and 11.92 kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante peak demand savings
of 9.77 kW (122% realization rate) and 7.19 kW (166% realization rate), respectively. The Ex
Post summer and winter seasonal peak demand savings are both 11.88 kW.
The ex post savings were calculated using hourly use schedules that were established that
represented an average week of operation at the facility, and included a holiday schedule for
select days throughout the year when the facility is closed. Two schedules were created for each
of the two measures completed, two for the base case scenarios and two for the post case
scenarios. These hourly schedules were used in the 8760 calculator to determine the energy and
demand savings for each measure due to operational adjustments.
Per the UI/CL&P C&LM Program Savings Documentation – 2011, the heating and cooling
interactive effects are calculated using a COP of 2.4, and the fraction of annual kWh energy
savings that must be removed by the cooling system is 0.675. This results in an energy
interactive effects adjustment of 1.28125. The energy savings found after operational
adjustments were multiplied by this interactive effects adjustment factor to arrive at the Ex Post
savings. The heating and cooling adjustments have no effect on the demand savings.

The Ex Post savings for the Rewiring of Existing Lights as Emergency Lights are close to the Ex
Ante savings, the biggest contributor to the difference being lower number of operating hours
after the project’s completion in the Ex Post compared to the Ex Ante. The realization rate for
the Occupancy Sensor Control of Existing Lights measure is 364%, which is due to the Ex Ante
calculations assuming these lights would be on 6,132 hours/year after the completion of the
measure, whereas the data collected with the installed loggers shows that these lights were on
very little – less than 2% of the time (approximately 163 hours/year).
The Ex Ante and Ex Post savings and the respective realization rates for the emergency light
rewiring and occupancy sensor controls along with all of the savings adjustments made, are
displayed in Table 3 and

Table 4, respectively, and the sum of the individual measure savings for this project are
displayed in Table 5.
Table 3 Emergency Lights Savings Summary

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

9.49
9.49
9.49
9.49
10.94
10.94
10.94
115%

6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
10.94
10.94
10.94
157%

10.94
10.94
10.94
-

10.94
10.94
10.94
-

114,371
114,371
114,371
114,371
95,861
122,821
122,821
107%

Table 4 Occupancy Sensor Savings Summary

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.93
0.93
0.93
332%

0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.94
0.94
0.94
448%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.96
0.96
0.96
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.98
0.98
0.98
-

3,027
3,027
3,027
3,027
8,597
11,015
11,015
364%

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

9.77
9.77
9.77
9.77
11.88
11.88
11.88
122%

7.19
7.19
7.19
7.19
11.88
11.88
11.88
165%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
11.90
11.90
11.90
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
11.92
11.92
11.92
-

117,398
117,398
117,398
117,398
104,458
133,836
133,836
114%

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate
Table 5 Total Project Savings Summary

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

WE09G061
Condensate Receiver Improvements
6,683 Therms
Telecommunications Processing Center
Heating

Measure Description
This project consisted of repairing the facility’s condensate system. Prior to this project being
completed, approximately 3 gallons/minute of condensate was being bled off of the heating
system, while at the same time makeup water was being added at the same rate in order to keep
enough water in the system.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The project documentation includes an excel file in which the Ex Ante gas savings for this
project are calculated.
In the Ex Ante savings calculations a bin analysis is done, which shows the boiler turning on
when the Outside Air Temperature is above 45°F. The boiler runs 24/7, resulting in it being on a
total of 4,033 hours per year. The calculation done to determine the savings for each temperature
bin is shown below:

In this equation “∆T” is the difference between the condensate water temperature (150°F) and
the makeup water temperature (55°F). The gas savings for all of the bins above 45°F were added
together to find the total gas savings for this project.
The Ex Ante savings for this project are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of Project Savings

Condensate Receiver Improvements

Ex Ante Savings
Peak Day
CCF
Annual CCF
39.77
6,683

Measurement & Verification Plan
The base case for this project will be the existing facility with its boiler running during the
periods specified by the facility manager (to be determined/verified during site visit). The
project documentation suggests that the facility’s heating setpoints are maintained 24/7 during
the heating season, so if this is verified during the site visit it will be used for the base case and

the post case, but if not, the schedule specified by the customer will be used. The makeup and
condensate water temperatures will also be verified during the site visit, and the customer will be
asked if they have any records specifying the amount of condensate that was being bled off prior
to the project’s completion.
IPMVP Option B will be used to establish savings for this measure.
A site visit will be performed, during which the values specified above will be verified per the
customer. The temperature of the condensate and makeup water will be measured using an
infrared thermometer, and if available, the make, model, size, and efficiency of the boiler will be
recorded. During the site visit a Testo 325M Combustion Analyzer will be used to measure the
temperature and chemical composition of the boiler flue gas.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the installation of the insulation was conducted on January 5, 2012.
The facility manager was interviewed and they confirmed that the facility is kept at the same
temperature setpoint 24/7 throughout the heating season. They specified that the boiler will turn
on when the outside air temperature drops below 50°F, and they had no documentation
specifying the flow rate of the condensate that was bled off prior to the project’s completion.
The boiler was inspected and found to be a 2005 boiler manufactured by Cleaver Brooks. The
boiler was found to have a Cleaver Brooks Packaged Boiler Feed System. The control module
on the boiler specified an instantaneous efficiency of 81.9%, a steam pressure of 6.0 psi, and a
flue gas temperature of 267°F. The measurements taken with the Testo Combustion Analyzer
showed a flue gas temperature of 261°F with 6.5% O2. The temperature of the condensate water
pipe exiting the condensate tank running to the boiler was found to be 155°F. No makeup water
was being fed into the condensate receiver so its temperature could not be measured. The
facility manager was asked if the makeup water goes through any preheating before entering the
system, and they said that it does not.
During the site visit there was no condensate water being bled off by the condensate receiver and
feed system.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post gas savings for this measure are 7,809 therms, compared to the ex ante savings of
6,683 therms per year for a realization rate of 117%. The ex post summer and winter average
demand savings are 0.00 and 42.90 therms, respectively, compared to the ex ante peak demand
savings of 0 therms and 39.77 therms (108% realization rate), respectively. The Ex Post summer
and winter seasonal peak demand savings are 0 therms and 43.90 therms, respectively.
The savings for this project were determined in the 8760 calculator, where the following
equation was used to calculate the gas savings for each hour of the year that the outside air
temperature is above 50°F:

In the above equation “∆T” is the difference between the condensate water temperature (155°F)
and the makeup water temperature (55°F). Using this calculation in the 8760 calculator, the
annual energy savings, seasonal demand savings and seasonal peak demand savings are
determined. The Ex Post savings are greater than the Ex Ante savings primarily because in the
Ex Post savings it is determined that the boiler operates more hours/year than what was assumed
in the Ex Ante calculations.
The Ex Ante and Ex Post savings and realization rates for this project are displayed in Table 2.
Table 2 Ex Ante vs. Ex Post Savings

Ex Ante
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operation
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post
Realization Rate

Peak Day
(CCF/Day)
39.77
39.77
39.77
39.77
43.90
43.90
43.90
110%

Extreme Peak
Day (CCF/Day
43.90
43.90
43.90
-

Yearly
Savings
(CCF)
6,683
6,683
6,683
6,683
7,809
7,809
7,809
117%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

WE09M030
Adding DDC Output Points
412,319 kWh
Office Buildings
HVAC

Measure Description
This project consisted of three measures. The first measure is the addition of (8) Direct Digital
Control (DDC) Electric Output points in an office building, to allow the BMS to control the
start/stop of (7) VAV cooling units and (1) water loop pump. The second measure is the addition
of (1) DDC electronic output point in another office building to allow the BMS to control the
start/stop of (1) water loop pump. The third measure is the addition of (7) DDC electronic output
points in another office building to allow the BMS to control the start/stop of (6) air conditioning
units and (1) water loop pump.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations do not match the claimed savings in the project tracking system.
The provided documentation specifies that at the first office building, the VAV cooling units
draw a total of 81 kW, during the week they will be off a total of 55 hours, and during the
weekend they will be off 24 hours. The Hot water pump draws 26.567 kW and will be off a total
of 98 hours per week (7PM-5AM Monday-Friday, all day Saturday and Sunday).
At the second office building the hot water pump draws 12.943 kW and is off for a total of 44
hours per week.
At the third office building the hot water pump draws 20.436 kW and is off for a total of 98
hours per week. No information is provided concerning the power consumption of the air
conditioning units at this office building.
The annual savings for all of the equipment specified above is determined using the following
equation:

There are no demand savings for this project.
The savings for each building and the total project savings are summarized in Table 1. The Ex
Ante savings listed in the tracking system are summarized in Table 2.

Table 1 Summary of Project Savings in Documentation

Building 1
Building 2
Building 3
Total

Ex Ante Savings
Summer Seasonal
Peak kW
Annual kWh
0.00
473,124
0.00
29,613
0.00
104,141
0.00
606,878

Table 2 Summary of Project Savings in Tracking System

Building 1
Building 2
Building 3
Total

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW
Annual kWh
0.00
375,255
0.00
8,206
0.00
28,858
0.00
412,319

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the installation of a total of (16) DDC
electric output points to control (7) VAV cooling units, (6) air conditioning units, and (3) water
loop pumps.
The base case for the added DDC control points will be the current heating and cooling demands
being met during the occupied periods just as they are now, plus the occupied setpoints being
maintained during unoccupied periods.
IPMVP Option B will be used to establish savings for this measure.
An inspection of the site and these measures will be conducted and the site representative will be
interviewed about the operation of the HVAC equipment. If available, the makes and models of
the equipment involved in this measure will be recorded, and spot measurements of their energy
demand will be taken. During the site visit the BMS will be inspected, and all relevant
scheduling information will be recorded. If any trends are available showing the start/stop of the
equipment involved in this project, those trends will be gathered.

Description of Verification
A site visit to verify the installation of the project was conducted on November 4, 2011. The
maintenance supervisor was interviewed and they provided updated information about the office
buildings. The maintenance supervisor explained that since the project was completed the
second building has been gutted and completely redone for some new tenants, so all of the work

completed in that measure was no longer there. They also explained that the first building will
get partially demolished in August of 2012 and redone for some new tenants.
The office park’s BMS was inspected, and it was discovered that there were no trends
established for any of the equipment, and it was unclear if the BMS has any trending capabilities
at all. The schedules for the equipment involved in this project were found in the BMS and were
found to be different than the schedules reported in the project documentation. Some equipment
was scheduled to run 24/7, some was scheduled to run from 7AM-6PM Monday-Friday, some
equipment was scheduled to run from 3AM-6PM Monday-Friday, and some equipment from
5AM-5PM Monday-Friday.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this project are 388,890 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings of
412,319 kWh per year for a realization rate of 94.3%. The ex post summer and winter peak
demand savings are -21.19 kW and 214.15 kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante peak
demand savings of 0 kW for both summer and winter. The summer and winter seasonal peak
demand savings are 24.01 kW and 65.43 kW, respectively.
The savings were calculated using interval data for each of the individual office buildings. This
data was provided by the utility company and specifies the demand of each office building every
15 minutes for several years. To calculate the savings for each building the 12 months of
interval data before and after the project’s completion are used. The interval data is compared to
average daily temperature, and 2 sets of 2 different regression analyses are created, one for the
occupied hours of the day and one for the unoccupied hours of the day, for both before and after
the project’s completion. These regressions relating kW to temperature were put into the 8760
calculator to determine the Ex Post savings for each of the buildings. This was not done for
“building 2” because since the project’s completion the building had been gutted and redone.
The Ex Ante and Ex Post savings for each building, along with the total savings and the project’s
total realization rates, are displayed in Table 6.
Table 3 Building 1 Project Savings

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.40
7.40
7.40
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
52.26
52.26
52.26
-

(25.81)
(25.81)
(25.81)
-

145.53
145.53
145.53
-

375,255
375,255
375,255
375,255
308,593
308,593
308,593
82%

Table 4 Building 2 Project Savings

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
-

8,206
8,206
8,206
8,206
0
0
0
0%

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
16.62
16.62
16.62
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
13.17
13.17
13.17
-

4.61
4.61
4.61
-

68.63
68.63
68.63
-

28,858
28,858
28,858
28,858
80,297
80,297
80,297
278%

Table 5 Building 3 Project Savings

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Table 6 Total Project Savings

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
24.02
24.02
24.02
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
65.43
65.43
65.43
-

(21.20)
(21.20)
(21.20)
-

214.16
214.16
214.16
-

412,319
412,319
412,319
412,319
388,890
388,890
388,890
94%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

WE09M037
CO control of garage exhaust fans
23,962 kWh
Office building parking garage
Ventilation

Measure Description
This project consisted of installing a Honeywell control system with Carbon Monoxide (CO)
detectors on (3) existing garage exhaust fans in a below-grade parking structure. The new
controls turn the exhaust fans on when the CO level exceeds 100ppm, and then shuts the fans off
once the CO level reaches 50ppm.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system.
The provided documentation specifies that prior to the installation of the new fan controls, the
garage exhaust fans ran for 12 hours a day, 365 days a year. There is (1) 2HP exhaust fan motor
and (2) 3HP exhaust fan motors. It is estimated that with the new control system installed the
fans will run approximately 1 hour per day, 365 days a year. The Ex Ante annual energy savings
for this project is the amount of energy required to run the fans 11 hours per day (the difference
in run time before and after the project was completed) for an entire year. The demand savings
(both winter and summer) were calculated by multiplying the rated power use of the fan motors
by 0.2.
The Ex Ante savings were calculated as follows:

The savings for this project are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of Project Savings

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW Annual kWh
CO control of garage exhaust fans
1.19
23,962

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the installation of CO controls for (3)
garage exhaust fans. The base case for this project will be the current garage exhaust fans being
controlled by a timer that turns the fans on at 7AM and off at 7PM, and this is done MondayFriday.
An inspection of the site and this measure will be conducted and the site representative will be
interviewed about the operation of the garage exhaust fans and their controls. Specifically the
site representative will be asked to verify that the reported control system was installed, and they
will also be asked to verify the base case operation of the fans.
IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
The energy use of one of the exhaust fans will be metered for a period of no less than 2 weeks
with a metering interval no greater than 15 minutes. A split-core current transducer will be used
to measure the current going to one of the exhaust fan motors. The transducer is to be plugged
into a Hobo U12-012 external channel logger. The nameplate information of all the fans motors
will be gathered. If the fans are running while the site visit is being performed, spot
measurements of voltage, amperage, power factor, and kW will be taken with a NIST-calibrated
Fluke 1735. The customer will be interviewed to determine if parking ramp activity during the
time that the logger is installed is typical, and if the parking ramp traffic changes throughout the
year, or if it is consistent.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the installation of the measure and install a current logger was
conducted on January 25, 2012. The property manager was interviewed and they were able to
provide information about the operation of the fans prior to the new controls being installed. The
facility manager explained that all of the work specified in the project documentation had been
completed. During the site visit 2 maintenance workers were also interviewed, and they said that
the exhaust fans rarely ran since the new controls had been installed.
An onset CTV-A split-core current transducer and Hobo U12-012 Temp/RH/external channel
logger were installed during the site visit, and were collected on February 9, 2012. No additional
information was gathered from the customer during the logger pick-up.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post annual energy savings for this measure are 19,983kWh, compared to the ex ante
annual savings of 23,962kWh, for a realization rate of 83.4%. The ex post summer and winter
peak demand savings are 5.15kW and 5.04kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante peak
demand savings of 1.19kW for both summer and winter.

Figure 1 Metered Current for 2HP Exhaust Fan
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The savings were calculated using the logged current data shown in Figure 1. The logged data
was used to create a 1 week hourly profile of the fan runtime, and this profile was extrapolated to
create an hourly power consumption profile for one year. An hourly profile was created in the
same manner for the operation of the exhaust fans prior to the completion of the project. The
instantaneous power use of the fans was applied to the 1 week profile for 7AM – 7PM MondayFriday, which was then extrapolated to create an hourly power consumption profile for one year.
Observed Holidays and periods of maintenance were incorporated into the profiles, and the
difference in annual power consumption was found by determining the difference in total kWh
between the system with and without the completion of the project.
The peak kW savings were determined using the same hourly power consumption profile
described above. The power demand during seasonal peak periods is averaged for the base-case
and ex-post case, and the difference in demand for summer and winter peak periods are the
seasonal peak demand savings for this project.
The differences between the Ex Ante and Ex Post savings are due to operational adjustments.
The data collected with the energy logger shows different fan run time than that specified in the
project documentation (which was used in the Ex Ante Calculations). The Ex Ante Savings
calculations specify the post-implementation fan runtime to be 1 hour per day, 365 days a year,
and the base case fan run time to be 12 hours per day, 7 days a week. The data collected show
the fan running less than 5 minutes per day Monday-Friday. The contact for the site said that
prior to the installation of the new fan controls the fans would run 12 hours a day, 5 days a week
(instead of 7 days per week as specified in the project documentation). The net result is that the
number of hours of runtime saved is decreased. Another difference between the Ex Ante and Ex
Post savings that contributes to a difference in savings is that the Ex Ante savings simply convert
the horsepower of the motors (8HP total) to kW to get the power consumption of the motors. In
the Ex Post calculations the power consumption of the motors is determined by the following
equation:

The average current flowing through 1 leg of the 3-phase power to the 2HP motor on which a
logger was installed was found to be 2.9186A. 1.732 is the 3-phase factor, equal to the square
root of 3, and 0.7 is the power factor. The resulting power (6.51kW) is that used in the
operations adjustments for all of the time periods during which the fans are on.
The Ex Post demand savings are different than the Ex Ante demand savings due to multiple
factors. Just as
The ex ante savings along with all of the adjustments are added together to find the ex post
savings and realization rate as shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Energy Savings Comparison

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

1.19
1.19
1.19
1.19
5.15
5.15
5.15
433%

1.19
1.19
1.19
1.19
5.04
5.04
5.04
424%

6.51
6.51
6.51

3.68
3.68
3.68
-

-

kWh
Savings
23,962
23,962
23,962
23,962
19,983
19,983
19,983
83%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

WE10M004
PC Project
186,144 kWh
School
Computers

Measure Description
This project involved the installation of SyAM energy efficiency software on 1187 computers
and 11 servers at 5 schools and 1 administrative building.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system. The
installed network monitoring software should have the ability to keep track of when the
computers are turned on and off (by the user and by the software). Given approximate energy
consumption data for the computers used in the school system, the network software should be
able to estimate the amount of energy saved as a result of the software being installed. The
provided project documentation includes a series of documents, which specifies an estimated
weekly savings of 5817 kWh. This is multiplied by 40 weeks (length of the school year), and the
resulting savings number is multiplied by an 80% O&M adjustment factor to arrive at the final
savings value of 186,144 kWh per year. A pdf of “Power Audit Results” powerpoint slides
prepared by the vendor. was used to calculate the estimated energy savings before the software
was installed, and then was used again at a later date to calculate the energy savings again. The
savings numbers from the Power Audit after the software installation were used to calculate the
Ex Ante savings for the project, although it is unclear how the savings values in the powerpoint
slides were calculated.
It is expected that during normal active operation, the software has no effect on the energy usage.
The energy savings for this project are only due to the installed software setting the computers
and monitors into standby or off mode during unoccupied hours. There are no demand savings
for this project.
The savings for this project are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of Project Savings

PC Project

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW
Annual kWh
0.00
186,144

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the installation of SyAM software, which
turns off computers and monitors during certain hours of the day. The project documentation
does not specify what the on/off times are for the computers, and if the schedules with which the
computers and monitors are controlled varies based on the day of the week or based on other
parameters. It is also possible that the software is programmed to shut down computers after
they have been “idle” for a certain period of time.
Much of the information necessary for inspection and verification will be available from the
network monitoring software that was installed as part of the SyAM software package. Data will
be gathered from this software which specifies the hours of operation of the computers being
controlled by the software.
The customer will be interviewed to determine the quantity of computers that the software was
installed on. In addition, a survey will be completed to identify a representative of at least 10%
of the computers on which the SyAM software was installed. If any of the information
mentioned previously is not available from the network monitoring software, the customer will
be asked to provide that information during the interview.
Because computers are sometimes turned off by the user, the customer will be interviewed to
determine how frequently the teachers and students turned off the computers (most often at the
end of the day) prior to the software being installed.
The customer will be asked about any changes that have been made to the computers being used
or the network over which the computers are monitored. Because schools often times purchase
new computers and servers on a yearly basis, it is expected that some of the PC quantities and
kWh savings presented in the project documentation may no longer be accurate and will need to
be adjusted. It is also possible that scheduling changes have been made within the SyAM
software since it was first installed.

Description of Verification
A site visit to verify the installation of the measure, take instantaneous readings, collect
information from the SyAM network monitoring software and interview the customer was
performed on October 27, 2011. The computer system administrator was interviewed, and the
customer provided a tour of multiple schools at which the computers had the SyAM software
installed.
The system administrator generated a list of the computers in the school system on which the
software had been installed, but could not access any relevant savings numbers in the network
software. Spot-measurements of several computers were taken during the site visit, and the
system administrator was interviewed about how the computers were controlled prior to the
SyAM software’s installation.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this project are 160,441 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings of
186,144 kWh per year for a realization rate of 86%. The ex post summer and winter demand

savings are 2.17 kW and 30.48 kW, respectively, compared to the ex ante peak demand savings
of 0 kW. The summer and winter seasonal peak demand savings are 0.83 kW and 0 kW,
respectively.
The lists of computers being controlled by the SyAM software shows 1108 computers, less than
the 1187 that the software was installed on when the project was completed. This is accounted
for in the quantity adjustment, bringing the estimated annual savings from 186,144 kWh down to
173,755 kWh.
The ex post savings were calculated using an hourly use schedule that was established for three
periods throughout the year – from January 1 through June 22 (the end of the school year),
January 23 – August 31 (summer vacation), and September 1 (the beginning of the school year)
through the end of the year. These use schedules were created using the information provided by
the system administrator and monthly savings information that was provided by an employee of
the contractor for the software.
From a list of controlled computers generated by the SyAM software during the site visit and a
collection of power consumption spot-measurements, a list of computers and monitors with their
respective power consumption when on/idling, in sleep mode, and off, was generated.
The hourly schedules specified above and the equipment power consumption was used to
generate hourly power consumption profiles to be integrated into the 8760 calculator. The 8760
calculator was used to calculate the ex post annual electrical energy savings as well as the
seasonal and seasonal peak demand savings.
As indicated earlier, one contributing factor to the decrease in savings from the ex ante savings
to the ex post savings is the decreased number of computers which the software is controlling.
Another contributing factor to the decrease in savings is that the average power demand of the
computers used in the ex ante calculations was found to be higher than that found with spotmeasurements taken during the site visit. The ex ante savings assume an average demand for
computer station (computer and monitor) to be 105W. Spot-measurements taken during the site
visit show that the average demand is approximately 80W, a decrease of nearly 24% compared to
the 105W used in the ex ante calculations.
There are no heating and cooling adjustments for this project. The ex ante and ex post savings,
along with all of the savings adjustments that were made and the realization rates for this project
are displayed in

Table 2.

Table 2 Ex Ante vs. Ex Post Savings

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.83
0.83
0.83
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-

2.17
2.17
2.17
-

30.48
30.48
30.48
-

186,144
186,144
186,144
173,755
160,441
160,441
160,441
86%

Project Information
Project ID#:
Measure:
Ex Ante Savings:
Facility Type:
End Use:

WE10M009
Freezer Anti-Sweat Heater Controls
38,127 kWh
Supermarket
Refrigeration

Measure Description
This project consisted of the installation of anti-sweat heater controls in (1) 4-door freezer unit
and (7) 5-door freezer units in a supermarket.

Summary of the Ex Ante Calculations
The Ex Ante Calculations match the claimed savings in the project tracking system.
The provided documentation specifies that the anti-sweat heaters draw 1.6 amps per door, and
that the heaters are on 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. There are (7) 5-door units (total of 35
doors), each of which draws 1.6 amps at 120V.

The (1) 4-door unit’s power consumption was also calculated.

The base case total energy consumption was calculated as follows:

It was assumed that the project would decrease the energy consumption by 60%.

There were no peak demand savings calculated for this project. The savings for this project are
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1 Summary of Project Savings

Anti-Sweat Heater Controls

Ex Ante Savings
Summer
Seasonal
Peak kW
Annual kWh
0.00
38,127

Measurement & Verification Plan
This project includes the calculation of savings due to the installation of anti-sweat heater
controls for a total of (39) freezer doors. The base case for this project is the same anti-sweat
heaters running all the time (8760 hours per year).
An inspection of the site and this measure will be conducted and the site representative will be
interviewed about the operation of the anti-sweat heaters. Specifically the site representative will
be asked to verify that the documented anti-sweat heater controls were installed. The freezers
will be inspected and their make and model numbers will be recorded. The customer will be
interviewed to determine how the freezers’ temperature, lighting, and refrigeration units are
controlled.
IPMVP Option A will be used to establish savings for this measure.
The energy use of at least half of the freezers will be metered for a period of no less than 2 weeks
with a metering interval no greater than 15 minutes. Split-core current transducers measure the
three-phase currents, and are hooked up to Dent ELITEpro Energy Loggers. In addition spot
measurements of voltage, amperage, power factor, and kW of the freezers will be taken with a
NIST calibrated Fluke 1735. The customer will be interviewed to determine if the store’s
activity during the time that the loggers are installed is typical, and whether or not the store’s
activity or operations have changed significantly since the project was completed. The customer
will also be asked if the store’s activity changes throughout the year, or if it is consistent.

Description of Verification
An initial site visit to verify the installation of the measure and install energy loggers was
conducted on November 4, 2011. The facility manager was unavailable to answer questions
during the site visit, but an inspection of the freezers showed that the work specified in the
project documentation had been completed. The set point temperature of the freezers was
recorded along with their make and model numbers, and 2 DENT ELITEpro Energy Loggers
were installed to monitor the energy use of 5 freezers – (1) 4-door unit and (4) 5-door units.
During the site visit it was discovered that the anti-sweat heaters for each freezer are on the same
circuit as the freezer’s fans, thus both the anti-sweat heaters and the fans would have to be
metered, and any necessary adjustments to account for the fans would be made in the calculation
of savings. In addition to the Dent ELITEpro Energy Loggers a Hobo U23-001
Temperature/Relative Humidity logger was installed to monitor the outdoor air temperature, and
a Hobo U12-012 Temperature/Relative Humidity logger was installed to measure the
temperature inside one of the freezers. An employee of the store was able to verify that the use of

the freezers had not changed since the project was completed, the store’s activity does not
change significantly throughout the year, and the store’s overall activity had not gone up or down
significantly since the project was completed.
The Dent ELITEpro Energy Loggers, the Hobo U23-001 logger and the U12-012 logger that
were installed during the site visit were collected on January 20, 2012.

Summary of Calculations
The ex post energy savings for this measure are 42,997 kWh, compared to the ex ante savings of
38,127 kWh per year for a realization rate of 112.8%. The ex post summer and winter peak
demand savings are 4.7kW and 4.9kW, respectively, whereas there were no peak demand
savings determined in the Ex Ante calculations. The data gathered with the Dent ELITEpro
Energy Loggers is displayed in Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5.

Figure 1 Metered Demand of 4-door Freezer
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Figure 2 Metered Demand of a 5-door Freezer
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Figure 3 Metered Demand of a 5-door Freezer
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Figure 5 Metered Demand of a 5-door Freezer
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Figure 4 Metered Demand of a 5-door Freezer
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The savings were calculated using average weekly profiles that specify the energy use of the
anti-sweat heaters during each hour of the week both before and after the completion of the
project.
An hourly power consumption profile for one year was created. This profile was populated with
the calculated power consumption of the system with and without the completion of the project.
Observed Holidays and periods of maintenance were incorporated into the profile, and the
difference in annual power consumption was determined by determining the difference in total
kWh between the system with and without the completion of the project.
The peak kW savings were determined using the same hourly power consumption profile
described above.
This analysis provided the savings for the operations adjustment. The operation savings are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Ex Ante vs. Operation Adjustment Savings

Ex Ante Savings Total
Operation Adjustment Savings

Summer Winter Summer Winter Energy
Seasonal Seasonal
Peak
Peak Savings
Peak kW Peak kW
kW
kW
(kWh)
0.00
0.00
38,127
2.91
3.04
2.91
3.15
26,706

There are also heating and cooling adjustments for the anti-sweat heater controls, because the
heat applied to the freezer doors will need to be overcome by the freezers themselves. The
coefficient of performance of the freezers is approximated to be 1.61, which is the Coefficient of
Performance (COP) specified in the project documentation. The resulting heating and cooling
adjustment is displayed in Table 3.
Table 3 Ex Ante vs. Heating and Cooling Adjustment Savings

Ex Ante Savings Total
Heating & Cooling Adjustment Savings

Summer Winter Summer Winter Energy
Seasonal Seasonal
Peak
Peak Savings
Peak kW Peak kW
kW
kW
(kWh)
0.00
0.00
38,127
4.69
4.9
4.69
5.07
42,997

Based on the data collected, the use of the heaters is expected to be reduced by approximately
40%. This is less than the 60% reduction in operation expected, based on the original analysis.
However, the original analysis did not include the additional savings due to the reduced
refrigeration load expected for the freezers, due to the reduced heater operation. By
incorporating these savings, the ex post savings are calculated to be 42,997 kWh/year. This
results in a realization rate of 113% for the project.

The Ex Ante savings along with all of the adjustments are added together to find the ex post
savings and realization rate as shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Energy Savings Comparison

Ex Ante Savings
Documentation
Technology
Quantity
Operations
Heating and Cooling
Ex Post Savings
Realization Rate

Summer
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Winter
Seasonal Peak
Savings

Summer
Peak
Savings

Winter
Peak
Savings

kWh
Savings

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.91
4.69
4.69
-

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.04
4.90
4.90
-

2.91
4.69
4.69
-

3.15
5.07
5.07
-

38,127
38,127
38,127
38,127
26,706
42,997
42,997
113%

